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Kills Wife And Commits Suicide
Working on the road — Aaron Henry, state
president of the NAACP in Mississippi, has
been sentenced to 30 days in Jail at Clarks-
dale, and here he is seen doing time on a
- —
street-cleaning job. Some 82 persons have
been arrested and sentenced in Clarksdale
for demonstrations. Henry Is a pharmacist
In the city.
Clarksdale Puts Aaron
Henry With Road Gang;
Will Serve 30 Days
Kingsbury Still
Not On 'Double-
Shift,' - - NAACP
The "double-shifts" at three
Memphis high schools came
in for heavy criticism when
Like being cool! Is Miss Delois Hargraves
at Fuller State Park swimming pool. She
CLARKSDALE, Miss. — Dr. only 15 persons a day, bring- a 
"Public Protest Mass Meet- and the unidentified swim
mer are among
Aaron Henry, prominent ing the total up to 82. 
ing" was held at Greater Mt. the lucky ones who were privileged to slip
pharmacist and president of Since the demonstrations, 
Zion Baptist Church, 1414 -*----
the Mississippi branch of the some 30 women have been 
Davis St., Monday evening. • • a •
The meeeting was sponsored
began serving 30 day sun- work details around the city b
y the local NAACP.
tences after being convicted hall. On Friday they were seen It was poi:ited out that the
on charges of parading with- picking up trash and hoeing Board of Education said last a
put a permit. weeds.
The NAACP president was Five Civil Rights groups
immediately put to work with have come to the aid of the
the Clarksdale Sanitation de- ClarksdaleNegroes in the pre-
NAACP, and 81 other persons jailed. They were assigned tO Kennedy Firm On Civil Righ
partment, along with the other
men.
In addition to the jail terms,
. the demonstrators have been
fined 2100.
The mass arrests came after
the Negroes picketed City
lall demanding that a Bi-
Racial Committee be appoint-
ed to work on a desegrega-
tion schedule for the city.
The demonstration took place
while the City Commission




They include the National
Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, the
Student Non-Violent Co-Ordi-
nating Committee, the Con-
gress on Racial Equality,
Southern Conference Leader-
ship Conference and the Na-
tional Council of Churches.
While ministers in Clarks-
dale have refused to work
with NCC ministers in an ef-
fort to solve racial misunder-
standing in that city.
Dr. Henry was among the
kets have appeared, but po-
lice 
Winging From Old
82 persons arrested on • • .•
Tuesday. Since then more p c




John Edgar Hoover, direc-
tor of the FBI, stated in his
monthly bulletin. "Amid waves
of protests end demonstrations
*rising daily across the land
on civil rights issues, law en-
forcement's role is crucial. Its
duty here, as in all matters,
Is the preservation of peace,
prevention of crime and pro-
tection of life and property.
This task must be performed
with impartiality and accord-
ing to the law of the land."
Hoover said that of the re-
sponsibilities of law enforce-
ment "one are more vital thr-n
those pertaining to civil
rights."
"There is no place in law
enforcement for those who vi-
olate civil rights or those who
condone such tactics. This is
a grave abuse of power and
public trust. It is to the credit
of progressive police adminis-
trators that bullying, mistreat-
ment, illegal arrests and de-
tentions are no longer tolerat-
ed."
Hoover went on to urge het-
•ter salaries, training, equip-
ment and respect for law en-
forcement.
bit*
from the burning 90 some degree weather,
suffered in Memphis recently. All city





 Asks Action On School Dropoutsput on the "double - shifts."
But it did not happen. How-
ever, Douglass high school, for WASHINGTON, D. C. -
Negroes, was put on "the ex-; President John F. Kennedy
tended day." Also, plans call I stood firm on the need for
for two more Negro schoolal
to be put on the "double-
shifts," Manassas and Hamil-
ton during the ensuing school i
term.
Kingsbury is still not on I
the,. "double-shifts," it was 1
pointed out.
The Board of Education
again annources that Kings-
bury will be put on the of Congressman Adam Powell,
"double-shifts" next year. the President took them 
all
in stride and reaffirmed his
civil rights stand.
Questioned about a relaxa-
tion in demonstrations across
the country, the President
said: "merely because the dem-
onstrations have subsided
doesn't seem to me—those of
us who are in positions of re-
sponsibility--does not mean
that we should go to sleep and
forget the problem. Because
this is no solution." white Americans, the Presi-
President Kennedy opened dent acknowledged that while
his press conference with a this may be true, his Adminis-
To New 'Surprised'
When the City of Memphis
kept a date with the Jet Age
and wrote its name upon the
ledger of Modern Aviation
July 29 by opening the Metro-
politan Air Port officially for
the first plane to land on the
ribboned runway, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry F. Filcher, Sr., of 415
Scott St., became a part of the
city's progress, which is be-
ing applauded
They were the first Negroes
to deplane from e Jet at the
New Air Terminal on July
29. They arrived here on an
American Airline Boeing 707
Astro Jet, flight 62 which
landed at 8 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Pilcher were
returning from a two-week
vacation in Compton and Los
Angeles, Cal. where they were . . .
the houseguests of their daugh- si55!"1"
ters.
The church, which was oc-
While there they visited 
cupied by white Methodists
Southern points of the state 
until several months ago, was
and went into Mexico. 
acquired by the Methodist
The Pilchers said that they 
Episcopal Church Central
were a little surprised on re Jurc
tion recently. Present-
turning because "when we left
by plane it was from the Mu_ Also attend
ing the official
nicipal Airport. But when we
returned it was to the beau-
tifully new Metropolitan ter-
minal."
The Pilehers are the parents
of Henry F. Filcher, Jr., an
instructor at Lester High
school.
The senior Pitcher operates





Prospect Methodist church 1,
was officially opened during
ceremonies last Sunday after-
noon. An estimated 250 at-
tended. Featured speaker was
Bishop Charles F. Golden of
Nashville, Pastor of the new-
ly organized church is Rev.,
Frank Blackwell, who camel
here from a pastorate in Mis-
opening was District Supt. H.
H. Jones of Nashville.
The church is located at,
Bellevue Blvd. and Gausco'
Rd.
This brings the number of
Negro Methodist Episcopa:
churches in Memphis to four.
civil rights action in his press
conference Thursday, Aug. 1,
and announced a $250,000
grant from the Presidential
Emergency Fund to help stop
schopl dropouts this fall.
Battered with loaded ques-
tions on miscegenation, the po-
litical dangers of his strong
civil rights position, street
demonstrations, and statements
statement of concern over an
estimated 400,000 youngsters
who may not return to school
this WI. In calling upon all
Americans to help, the Presi-
dent said:
"A boy or a girl has only
a limited time in their life in
which to get an education, and
yet it will shape their whole
lives and the lives of their
children. So I am asking all
American parents to urge their
children to go back to school
in September, to assist them in
every way possible."
He continued: "One of the
things which we're going to
do here is provide out of the
Presidential Emergency Fund
$250,000 on an emergency basis
for guidance counselors in
the month of August to see if
we can get some of these boys
and girls back to school."
When asked about reports
that his civil rights stand has
hurt him politically among
Suit Against Nashville Motel
Cracks Urban Renewal Bigotry
NEW YORK — The NAACP
Legal Defense and Educational
Fund, Inc. has announced vic-
tory in a suit that establishes
the legal path for challeng-
ing discrimination taking place
in any urban renewal pro-
gram.
The decision, handed down
against a Tennessee motel
chain goes further than Presi-
dent Kennedy's executive or-
der of Nov. 20, 1962, and used
the Constitution as its legal
foundation.
Jack Greenberg, director -
counsel of the Legal Defense
Fund, said that the U.S. Fed-
eral District Court ruling "de-
niek the right of Holiday - Inns
of America to decline accom-
modations to Negro citizens
since it ig situated on a fed-
erally underwritten urban re-
newel site.
"The implications of the de-
cision are vast," Greenberg,
continued, "for all the urban
renewal projects constructed
before President Kennedy's
housing order and not express-
ly covered by it.
"This decision also makes
specific judicial relief avail-
able in instances of discrimina-
tion by urban renewal proj-
ects built since the Presiden-
tial order.
"This will affect rental hous-
ing, homes for sale, commercial
property and every other fa-
cility which has been built
with urban renewal aid," the
legal Defense Fund's chief
counsel said.
SMITH SUED
The complain't was filed in
the U.S. Federal District Court
for the Middle District of
,Tennessee in February by
Avon N. Williams and Z. Al-
exander Looby, NAACP Legal
Defense Fund attorneys in
F... SUIT. Page 2
tration would "continue to fol-
low the same course it's ha)-
lowed in the past!"
Slain Woman's Mother
Dies The Next Day
A member of a prominent
Binghampton family killed
himself and his wife
last Thursday night while his
elderly mother slept undis-
turbed in another bedroom in
their home at 611 Lester St.
The victims were Mr, Isaac
Bland, brother of Andrew B.
Bland, principal of Hyde Park
'elementary school and former
'principal of Lester High
school, and Mrs. Otha Bland,
both in their 50s.
The bodies were discovered
on Friday morning by Mr.
Bland's mother, Mrs. Mary
Daniels, who went into the
room after the couple ap-
peared to be staying in bed
beyond the time they usually
got up.
N. H. Owen, owner of N. H.
Owen and Son Funeral home,
and a longtime friend of the
family, told the Tri-State De-
fender that one of his am-
bulances was sent to the
house, but the driver returned
a few minutes later and told
him that he needed another
stretcher, since there were two
Persons.
ON HIS KNEES
"I went back down there
with him," Owen said, "and
found the man kneeling down
beside the bed like he was
saying his prayers. The wo-
man was lying on the bed."
The funeral director said
that he later went out in the
county near Benjastown and
informed Mrs. Bland's parents
that their daughter had been
killed.
''Her mother seemed to take
it calmly," Owen said, "but
about 10 minutes later she
said, "Mr. Owen, I am going
to have to go lie down now.'"
MOTHER DIED
Later that day, Mrs. Ida
Jones, Mrs. Bland's mother,
was carried to Collins Chapel
.4
Principal characters In the dramatic events
of the past decade who will appear Sunday,
Aug. 11 (ABC-TV, 8:30-9 P.M.) on ABC
News "Chronology of Crisis," first of a
five-part "Crucial Summer: the 1963 Civil
Rights Crisis," include: 1—Orville Faubus,
-Governor of Arkansas, shown here during
the Integration of Little Rock's high
ISAAC BLAND
hospital, where she died about
11:30 Saturday night.
Mr. Bland, a veteran of
World War II, served with the
24th Infantry Division band
and served for a year in the
South Pacific from April 1942
until April 1943.
He was privately employed
as a masseur.
Police .said neighbors told
them that Mr. Bland had been
acting peculiarly lately, and
drinking excessively, and on
the night before he was found
dead he had tried to pawn
his pistol for .two dollars, hut
that, she would not lend him
the money.
Funeral arrangements for
the victims were still incom-
plete late Monday afternoon.
Mr. Bland's body was at
N. H. Owen and son's funeral
home, Mrs. Bland's body was
at Hollywood Funeral home,
and Mrs. Jones' funeral ar-
rangements wer e b eing
planned by the Hayes and
Langston Funeral home.
Aside from Principal Bland
and his mother, Mr. Bland is
survived by another brother,
James Bland, who lives at
the 611 Lester address, but
who was out of town at the
time of the tragedy.
schools. 2—Dr. Martin Luther Inns. shows
at the time of the Montgomery, Ala., bus
boycott. 3—Autherine Lucy. shown after
she left the University of Alabama In 1956.
4—Gov, George Wallace • of Alabama,
shown as he confronted federal marshals
this year.
1





Mr. and Mis. Joe Allen, 947
Howard Alley; boy, Jesse Lee.
Mr. anci Mrs. John H. Ails
worth 967 Texas, girl, Clara
Regina.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake E. Wal-
ton, 873 Louney; girl, Frankie
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie R.
Robinson, 51a Hernando; girl,'
Patricia Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
listen, 101,9 jully, boy, Tony
Arturo.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Thomas, 1401 Menager; girl,
Carolyn Bellzora.
Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Hunt, 1006 Tully; a boy.
July 28
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L.
Woods, 1184 Krayer; boy, Ron-;
flue Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Jackson,
517 Hamptc n; girl, Shirley
Louise.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Wash-
ington, 929 S. Fourth; boy
Gregory Demetrius.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L.
Baker, 1400 Horace, girl, Shei-
la Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bec-
ton, 3g7 Silserage; girl, Tam-
my Yonne.
July 29
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Duke,
1372 Gaither. girl, Leora.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie L.
Cody, 198 N. Second; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederielt
M. Boyce, 1381 James; girl,
Veronica.
Mr. and Mrs. Theopria
Hearn, 2375 Donald; girl, Le-
ticia Renee.
7711 USE DUPONT No. 7 wax-wash
on Ill cars — at Union Car Wash.





Mr. and M,s. Robert L Mar
shall, 692 Wortham-, a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A
ISmith 2337 Saratoga; boy
' Jimmy.
Mr. and Mrs. Evrieh Mc
Clure, 83 Vaal; girl, Janice
Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson
3549 Lamar; girl, Patricia Ann
Mr. and Wis. L. C. Coving-
ton, 797 Ricnrnond; girl, Te
resa Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Ford
1711 Barksdale; boy, Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe B
Currin, 1345 Gold; a boy.
JULY 30
Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Byrd, '891 Grand Opera; boy,
Ricky Lamar.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie D.
Buckley, "4 N. Seventh,
boy, Lester Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie L.
Hardie, 333 Dixie Mall; boy,
Duncan Et le
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Cum-
mings, 840 Pendleton; girl,
Mai jorie Paulette.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas M.
Peeples, 14F4 Mallory; girl,
Cheryl.
Mr. snd Mrs. Charles Mason,
2160 Lyons; girl, Tammy Ro-
chelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McDow-
ell, 2872 Spottswood; girl,
Marcia Ellen
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sydes,
1425 Tunics; girl, Charlotte
Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel John-
son, 1508 Riverside; girl, Sha-
ron Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Por-
ter, 2364 LaPaloma; boy, Tom-
my Glenn.
July 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Thomas,
790 Lucas; girl, Tammy Renell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hines,
1346 Fields; girl, Cassandra
Faye.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Traylor,
291-F Decatur; girl, Kathrya.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wright,
1264 Empire; girl, Danette
Venea.
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Mid-South's Largest Used Car MartM
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hard, 1857 Hicks; boy, Larry
Darnell.
Aug. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Ghee, 605 Jessamine;
Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gibson,
290-B Dixie Mall; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Earl
Brown, 1218 Texas, Apt. 4:
boy, Michael.
Mr. and Mrs. David Page.
165 W. Person; girl, De Sant.,
' Rene. •
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Fa-
son, 1891 Castalia; boy, Steven
'r Vincent.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Seines,
989 Randle; girl, Loretta.
Mr. and Mrs. Vannie Rhodes,
97 Baby Row; boy, Vincent
Cordell.
. Mr. and Mrs: Seceic Gillum,
1195 E. McLemore; girl, Bob-
bie Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. James Edward
Brown, 591 N. Fifth; girl, Lin-
- da
Mr. and Mrs. Columbus Flip
pin, 1078 Leath; boy, Calvin
Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Wheatley
Weatherspoon, 605-B St. Paul;
girl, Shelia Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mosby,
1420 Ethel; boy, Danny Milton.
Mr. and Mrs. Newt Morgan,
.761 S. Parkway east; boy,
Reginald Lenoir.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Fields,
1441 Lambbert; boy, Victor
Dwayne.
• Mr. and Mrs. Lonnielhomas,
492 E. Georgia; girl, Lesyli
Frazer.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Moore,
1037 Harrison; a boy.
Aug. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Mackey,
1504 N. Second; girl, Mary
Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lynch,
890 Poplar; girl, Pamela An-
nette.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith,
930 McDowell; boy, Kenneth.
Mr. and Mrs. Lendeis P.
Staples, 900 N. Seventh; boy,
Stacy Preston.
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Anderson, 948 N. Sixth; girl,
Vicki.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Bras-
well, 2144 Stovall; girl, San-
dra.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin H.
Coleman, 649 Mosby; boy, Cal-
vin.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark M. Wat-
son, 482 Tillman; boy, Mark
Charles.
Mr. and Mrs. Mott Foster,
3004 McAdoo; girl, Linda Gail.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Hale,
374 Boston; boy, Bobby Joe.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Banks,
1792 Nedra; boy, Joseph.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt




Mrs. gesie Morgan of 903'
Sprindale St., at a luncheon!
honored Mrs. Nancy Lorine.
Sims who is visiting here from
Los Angeles, Cal., who is the
daughter of Mrs. Ressie Wright
and the sister of Mrs. Nancy
Givands.
Among guests attending the
luncheon were Mrs. Fannie
M. 'Robinson, sister of the
hostess; Mrs. Louise Ervin,
Mrs. Nancy Givands, Mrs. Le-
vis Jones, Mrs. Annie M.
Campbell and Mrs. Deloria
Bins.
Tenn, Youths In March
SOMERVILLE, Tenn. —
(UPI) — Thirty-eight young
Negroes were arrested when
they tried to stage a "freedom
march."
suu • imumi Nomam am
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ONLY AT YOWt SLIVLRBAN MERCLBr DEALER
PARKWAY MOTORS ISCHILLING
CLOSE OUTS • BARGAINS
1957 CHEV. — $545.00
2 Dr., V-8, Power Glide, R.H., 2 Tone
$50.00 Down - $6.00 Per Week
1957 OLDS. 88 — $445.00
4 Dr. Hard Top, Full Power,
Perfect Condition, Mechanically
$50.00 - $6.00 Per Week
1957 PLY. STATION WAGON — $445.00
9 Passenger, Automatic,
Lot of Trouble Free Service







A shower for the Curries — Several carloads of the mem-
bers of First Baptist church In Brownsville, Tenn., accom-
panied Rev. Eddie Currie and his wife and daughter,
Carla, back to Memphis last Sunday and showered them
as they moved into a new home at 2078 S. Parkway east,
and seen here presenting gifts to the Curries is Mrs. Jen-
FOR THE CURRIES
nie Brodnax Vance, former Memphis schoolteacher, who
retired and is operating the Vance Studio of Music in
Humboldt, Tenn. The Curries received silver appointments





LITTLE ROCK, Ark — Two
students, Bernice Duffy of
Augusta and Benjamin L. Mc-
Gee of Turrel/ have been
awarded Arkansas A. M. & N.
College scholarships by the
Arkansas Electric Coopera-
tives, reports L. L. Philips,
4-H Club agent for Negro work.
Miss Duffy, 17, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Duffy, Sr.,
is a 1963 graduate of Carrier
high school and plans to study
home economics. McGee, 20,
is the son of Mrs. Minnie Al-
len. He was graduated from
Golden high school in 1963 and
plans to study agriculture.
Arkansas Electric Coopera-
tives provide annually the
two freshman scholarships,
valued at $200 each, to out-
standing Negro 4-H Club
members who have been win-
ners of county 4-H Club
awards. One scholarship goes
to a boy and the other to a
girl.
McGee has been a club mem-
ber for nine years and has
served as president and vice-
president of his club, as well
as president of the county 4-
H council and is a member of
the Golden High 4-H Club.
Miss Duffy has been in club
work for eight years. She has
been president, vice-president
and secretary of her local club
and president of the county
4-H council, and is a member
of the Augusta Senior Com-
munity 4-H Club.
Miss Duffy was student
council president and vice-
president of her senior class.
McGee was also student coun-
cil president, athletic club
president and vice-president
of the history club.
2144 LAMAR AT PKWY, FA 4.3711 1
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Ghana Represented
The Republic of Ghana was
among the Commonwealth
countries represented at the
Commonwealth Informa-
tion Ministers' Conference
which opened in London on
July 18.
The Conference was expected
to last for two weeks, during
which delegates would ex-
change ideas of mutual inter-
est.
Drifter, A Suspect In
Rooming House Murder
Where is the man who dis-
appeared from 515 Hernando
st on the week ending Sat-
urday, July 27.
That is what the Memphis
police waut to know.
lied drifter disappeared ..
shortly aiter Smith was last ;
seen alive.
Smith's murder is not the
first tragedy to occur at 515
Hernando at. Back in 1956 a
The man, desribed as a woman hying in the house
drifter, should have some
vital information regarding
the murder of his host, Roiand
Smith, about 50.
According to the landlady,
Mrs. Louise Clay, the dead the rooming house.
man and his friend had car-
ried some women to the room
for drinks on the last night
that Smith was seen alive.
She told pollee that the mur-
der victim had come down-
stairs and told her that he
was going to get some money.
After Smith apparently
disappeared from the -room-
ing house, Mrs. Clay said she
thought he might have been
arrested, and she called the
city jail and the Shelby
County Psnal farm to see if
he were in either place. They
had no record of him.
FOUND BODY
Last Monday someone called
for Smith and insisted that
Mrs. Clay (heck his room.
When Mrs. Clay entered the
room, she found Smith's body
in a badly decomposed state.
The murder weapon was
apparently a shotgun, which
had been used to crush the
victim's skull.
Homicide officers said they
are not sure who killed the
victim, although the unidenti-
Visiting Aunt
Mrs. Mattie Bell Jackson of
Corpus Christi, Texas, is in
Memphis visiting her aunt,
Miss Freddie M. Jackson of
2745 Spottswood, who is re-
cuperating from recent sur-
gery.
Mrs. Jackson, the wife of
Sam Jackson of Corpus Chris-
ti, is also visiting her mother










TRAINING WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH YOUR PRESENT 14
FINANCIAL LOAN ARRANGED
FOR THOSE WHO QUALIFY
Write or Call ADVANCE BUS. COLLEGE,
4230 Highway 51 South, First National Bank Blg
391-7588
WRITE TODAY
Give Name, Address, Education And Telephone Number
WRITE Box 311 TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSPAPER
Memphis, Tenn.
committed suicide by leaping
into the Mississippi river, and
about 18 months ago three
small childrsn were burned
to death when a fire burned
a small house in the rear of
Suit
(Continued From Page I)
Nashville; A. W. Willis, Mem-
phis; Greenberg,. Constante
Baker Motley and Frank Hef-
fron, of New York City.
They represented Dr. Vasco
A. Smith, Jr., a Negro dentist
from Memphis, who was de-
nied accommodations at the
Holiday Inn - Capitol Hill
motel on Dec. .4, 1962. ,
The motel was built on land
acquired from the Nashville
Hqusing Authority in 1958 and
1959. The Nashville Housing
Authority had condemned the
redevelopment project area in
1952, of which 90 per cent of
the land was owned or occu-
pied by Negroes.
PRIVATE GAIN
The area is being redevelop-
ed through a 1952 contract
between the Nashville Hous-
ing Authority and the Federal
Housing, and Home Finance
Agency.
Under this, the Federal doli-
ernment agreed to pay two-
thirds of the net cost of the
project. The City of Nashville
paid the remaining one-third.
Legal Defense attorneys
pointed out that "defendants
serve the public purpose of
providing lodging, dining and
recreational facilities to mo-
torists visiting the caipital of
the Stale of Tennessee, while
at the same time enjoying the
opportunity to pursue private
gain.'
They added that "there are
no adequate, first-class motel
facilities open to Negroes in
the central commercial dis-
trict of Nashville."
Holiday Inns in Memphis









CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED









LOS ANGELF,S, Cal. Nat
King Cole is all set to present
a giant benefit show for,Civil
Rights organization here
Thursday, Aug. 8.
Rev. Martin Luther King.
Roy Wilkins, James Farmer
and James Forman, represent-
ing the SCLC. NAACP, CORE
and SNCC will be present as
Nat King Cole's guests at the
benefit. A sell-out of the event
is guaranteed according to its
sponsors.
Cole, now on a personal ap-
pearance tour in England, ex-
pressed deep personal gratifi-
cation via overseas phone at
the fact that these four great
leaders would be sharing the
platform with him at the
Shrine auditorium when his
show, "Sights and Sounds, '83"
has its world premiere prior
to ,its cross country 45-city
tour.
Alo on the program with
Cole is young comedian -Pete
Barbutti, Cole's own :choral
group. "The Merry Young
Souls" and a 20-piece orches-
tra. Ike Jones produced the
Cole musical.
Proof Of Age Can
Be Obtained From
Census Bureau
About 13,000 residents of
j Tennessee turned to the Bureau
of the Census, U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, last year
for help in proving where and
when they were born, the
Bureau reported today. The
needed proof of age to collect
social security and other re-
tirement benefits. They need-
ed it to obtain passports. They
!needed it to qualify for jobs
carrying certain age or cit-
izenship requirements. They
needed it for some forms of
insurance.
These person in Tennessee
were among an estimated 20
million United States residents,m
who are without proof of age',
I or birthplace. The historical
records of the Census Bureau
provide the only acceptable
source of this information for
many of these people. Since
its beginning in 1790, the U.S.
Census has recorded identify-
ing data for almost 350 mil-
lion persons, many of them
listed several times in sepa-
rate censuses. The Bureau has
provided copies of these rec-
ords to about three and one-
half million people, as legal
proof of age, place of birth,
citizenship, or kinship.
Persons seeking such a rec-
ord for social security purpos-
es should go to the local Social
Security Office, or, for other
purposes, write to the Personal
Census Service Branch, Bureau
of the Census, Pittsburgh,
Kansas, for an applicationink
form. A fee of $3 is chargedIr
for a search of not more than
two censuses for one person
and for one copy of the infor-
mation found. Additional cop-
ies cost $1 each. An expedited
search costs $4. Expedited
searches are usually completed
with in a few days while the
routine $3 search may take
up to 30 days, depending upon
the backlog of requests.
The persona' information in
the records of the 1900 and
later Censuses is confidential
by law and may be furnished
only upon the written request
of the person to whom it re-
lates or, for a proper purpose,
a legal representative such as
a guardian or administrator of
an estate. Information regard-
ing a child who has not reach-
ed legal age may be obtained





CLARKSDALE, Miss. — Six
young civil rights leaders —
jailed a week ago on charges
of violating a city anti-litter
ordinance when they passed
out leaflets urging a boycott
of merchants here — were re-
leased today.
i The six: included Lafayette
jSurney, Cecil Scott, Sam
!Jackson, Thomas Gaither, Bar-
bara Gates and Euzilla Hicks
Surney, a field secretary
Ifrom the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, Gai-
ther, a field worker from •
CORE, and Scott and Jack-
son, Clarksdale natives, were
released on $400 appeal bona'
each. Miss Gates and Misliter
Hicks, both 16, were released
by a juvenile court judge and
the charges against them drop-
ped for lack of evidence.
City officials here have
brought an injunction against
further demonstrations.
The court order, which
names CORE, SNCC and the
NAACP, prohibits the groups
from "engaging in, sponsoring,
inciting or encouraging mass
street parades." The order also
I
I prohibits "boycotting, tree-
passing and picketing and
other unlawful acts.'
The four men were convict-
ed on charges of conspiring to
withhold trade.
They were represented by
R. Jess Brown of Jackson.
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1963
• Left Side
DOWNFRONT
SOUTHSIDE PEOPLE are TWO WEEKS le1.1
inquiring about Evander Ford. a new policeman,
He is working on the North-
side at Sarah's Grill on Thom-
as St. Ford is holding forth
as manager of the grill. In-
case some of you southsiders
don't I7now it, he is attracting
large crowds there. After all






JACKSON, Tenn. - The
firing of ore of its veteran
employees ft.r picketing the
"Miss West Tennessee Pag-
eant" leas resulted in the pic-
keting of 0,,e of the city':
leading seires. •
Sponsortet by the NAACP,
the demonstrations are being
staged in pretest to the firine
of Frank Walker, who had
worked at the Holland De-
partment store for more than
15 years.
Walker's r?signation was de-
manded for his participation
in the picketing of the pageant
dieter two groups of Negroes
Millr were refund admission after
having bought tickets in ad'
vance.
A boycott wa,s already in
force on some downtown
stoles an.i in area shopping
centers demanding employ-
ment a Negroes and the rep-
resentatien of Negroes in all
phases which concern the gen-
eral w:Ifare of the communi-
ty.
Officials of the NAACP said
the boycott will remain in
effect until some agreement is
reacheo w.th city officials and
the Chamber of Commerce.
passed as
confronted
Officer William E. Golden.
Last week Golden's auto was
caught in a "No-Parking-
Alter-4 zone. Police from the
Fifth Ward Beat slapped a
parking ticket on his auto,
not knowing that Car No. 1
had already placea a ticket
on ohs car. so, utficer Golden,
off auty at the time, ended
up with two tickets.
THE VoLLNTEER COM-
Ivli I ica.:is experiencing some
Lugaluzational disunity in as
attempt to obtain unity. et
delegation from the Commit-
tee will meet with a delega-
tion from the Ninth Congres-
sional District Democratic to
talk about unity, this week.
REV. Jatthlor.3 AWN fAIE,
38, who nas earned tor him-
self tne nickname of Inc "nan-
uy rark Preaener" was fi-
kulatively enased from his
park-pulpit last Saturday,
when an unidenttied man who
claimed that he was a min-
ister in the Church Of Christ
church challenged the doc-
trine Rev. Montaie was preach-
ing to his listeners in Handy
Park on Beale Street. Rev.
Montaie who gives his ad-
dress as 445-D. S. Lauderdale
St., said the man "called me
a lot of names. Caused a lot
of confusion and broke up
my sermon" He says he will
return to the park to preach
"if Lord Be Willin."
ITS STRANGE that every
Negro guest stopping at the
Hotel Peabody is ushered to
the fourth floor, called the
worse floor in the hotel, or on
the 12th floor. This is very
strange unless the hotel is
still practicing segregation.
THE MAYOR OF BEALE
STREET, Matthew Thornton,
Sr., was takened to E. H.
Crump hospital last week for
observation. In his 90s, he




129 BEALE ST. 525 - 9395
ANNUAL SALE STARTS AUGUST 9th
CONTINUES THRU AUGUST 3Ist.
2 pc. suits MADE TO MEASURF - ANY STYLE
Regular Price On Sale Down Payment
To $72.50 $49.95 $20.00
And
$52.50







UNCALLED FOR TAILORED SUITS
$19.95 - $25.00 & 29.95 - CASH ONLY
No Alterations at this special price.
UNCALLED FOR TAILORED TROUSERS
$9.95 - 11.95 - 12.95 - CASH ONLY
No Alterations at this special price.
We also hove a few winter weight BLAZERS




NO MONEY DOWN, UP 10 24 MONTHS TO PAY
BUICK S CHEVROLET
1948 thru 1954 . . $99.50 1950 thru 1957 . .$99.50
CHRYSLER-DESOTO-DODGE-PLYMOUTH
1953 thru 1956  $99.50
FORD HUDSON
1951 thru 1956 $99.50 1950 thru 1956Hyd.599.50
LINCOLN MERCURY
1950 thru 1954 Hyd.$99.50 1951 thru 1956 .. 599.50
NAP{ NASH RAMBLER
1953 thru 1957. . 599.50 1953 thru 1957 . .$99.50
OLDSMOBILE PONTIAC
1949 thru 1954 . . $99.50 1950 thru 1955 599.50
STUDEBAKER
1953 thru 1955  $99.50






Workers union appointed its
first Negro international rem e
sentative in the history of the
union in the South on July 29.
announces E. T. Michael, UAW..
AFL-CIO director of Region
Eight.
Appointed was George L.
Holloway, Jr., of 760 Alaska
st. The position pays a salary,
of $13,000 per year.
Holloway had been an exec-
utive board member of UAW
Local 988 for 15 years. He had
been appointed a representa-
tive of the local 17 years ago
- serving longer than any
other officers of the union in
the south. He was the first
Negro in the south to join
UAW, first Negro elected as a
delegate to a UAW convention,
the first Negro in the South to
participate in the negotiation
of a contract for the union and
he was the first Negro in Mem-
phis to operate a machine at
International Harvester. He
started to work at Internation-
al Harvester am n 1947.
In his new position, Hollo-
way will service local unions
at Ford and Harvester Depots,
Harvester Transport, Memphis
Works, International Harves-
ter and Borg-Warner Univer-
'sal Joint Company.
Born in Memphis 48 years
ago, Holloway attended Grant
elementary school before grad-
uating from Manassas high
school. He attended Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama three
years.
He is a member of Shelby
County Democrats executive
committee, treasurer of the
Shelby Cou nt y Democratic
club; executive board member
of the local NA ACP and a
member of Collins Chapel CME
church.
Michale said of the appoint-
ment, "Holloway was not ap-
pointed just because he is a
Negro, but because he was the
best man here qualified for the
job."
Holloway is married to the
former Miss Mattie Johnson of
Memphis. They are the parents
of a son, Lt. George L. Hollo-
way III, stationed at Ft. Ora,
Calif., with the U. S. Army.
P.rir
GEORGE L. HOLLOWAY, JR.
DEFENDER
FROM ALASKA
reont Ala,ka comes Luke Weathers and his
family. Above they are shown Just after
they had planned at the old Memphis
Municipal Airport. Lt. Col. Weathers
labove), flew the plane himself. Mrs.
Weathers hold, their two
daughter, Trina. Above are tlaelr daughters.
Renee and 1Vanda' and their sons. Andre
and I.uke, Jr. - 1Photo by Ernest C.
IVithers.)
Lt. Col. Weathers Returns Here For Short Visit
Accent Will Be On Youth
At Frontiers' Convention
NEW YORK - - A seminar
on youth, which is expected to
feature several internationally
prominent figures, will high-
light the 27th Frontiers Inter-
national, Inc. convention set
for Chicago's Sheraton-Black-
stone hotel August 20 - 23.
The convention will also
feature a series of displays at
the hotel marking the 100th




tion changed its convention
date front July to August in
order that members can also
visit the Century of Negro
Progress Exposition at nearby
McCormick Place.
A CHALLENGE
"Where we are going with
Launch Drive
For Equal Jobs
ORANOEBURC, S. C. - (UPI)
- The Orangeburg desegrega-
tion movement, organized Mon-
day, staged demonstrations in
front of stores and lunch count-
ers.
A small group of pickets
marched along Russell Street
in the downtown area carrying
signs that read: "We Want Ern-
ployment," "Segregation I'elp!
No One," "We Too Are Ameri-
cans."
Authorities said the picket-
ing was ordetly. No incidents
were reported.
Pagel! -
youth and what we are doing
for them," declared Interna-
tional F rentiers President
James F. King of Newark, N.J.,
"will undoubtedly be the
greatest challenge of the con-
vention." Under the theme,
"Preparation for Life in a New
Century," the convention will,
in effect, deal with "what has
been accomplished by Fron-
tiers International through the
years and what's ahead for
us," King said.
Another major item on the
convention's agenda will be
sessions on the economic status
of the Negro "now and in :he
future."
Host for the meet will be
the Chicago chapter whose
president is Andrew "Boots"
Johnson. Separate meetings
will be held for the Interna-
tional's auxiliaries.
Rounding dot the sessions
will be various events - a
golf tournament, banque t
memorial service, awards pro'
gram - among numerow ,
others, promising to make Ha
27th convention a memorabli
and productive session.
Fran t ier s International'
most significant national ef
fort has been the $10,000 i
provided for creation of tht
vitiligo Foundation in Wash
ington, D. C., for study and
treatment of the disease.
SEE US for your outboerd motor oil '
boat cushions and other fishing .unpile,




A World War II hero, Luke Group. He was given one of uled to return to Galena -
.i home in 1945. EY'S- GIN
Weathers, Linded safely in the biggest hero's welcomes Wednesday (Aug. 7). He re-
with a pacacie down Memphis' vealed that he plans to remain
after a 28 hour flight from main street after returning there one more year before
Galena, Alaska, where he ha retiring from the job. His wife
been statianed. with the Fed- In his present position he and their chi;dren will remain "the world agrees on'OILBEY'S, please'!"eral Aviation Agency for the works in teaffic control.
last th..ee y..-ers. He is a lieu- En route to Memphis the 
here in Memphis at their 172,
tenant colonel in the U.S. Aim Weathers sopped to vial., Greenview Circle home.
Force reserve. friends in Fairbanks and,  
Accompan :Mg Lt. Co Edmonton, Alaska and in
Weathers in his personal four- Grand Raoid, S.D.
place Comanche plane were Lt. Col. W.-athers was ached- 
Buy Bonds
his wite, Ws. Laverne Weath-
ers, their son, Andre and three
daughters, Wanda, Renee and
Trina, two months old.
During World War II, he
was a member of the 99th
Squad, on. 332nd Fightet
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MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
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DIAL Your
Long Distance Calls
for Fastest Service at the Lowest Rates
Complete dialing information
and a list of Area Codes may
be found in the front of your
telephone directory.
•r- .
Dialing your own Long Distance calls is the fastest way to keep in touch.
Easy, too. And when you dial you always get the low station-to-station
rate. Long Distance is such a wonderful way to visit. Why don't you try














































N. A. Crawksd or Julius C.
McClellan. who issued a no-;
tire July 18 stating that Rev. I
Guy Imes no linger "Good Will
Ambassador" of the college.
Rev. Crawford is the chair
man of the board of directors
of the college and McClellan is
secretary.
Rev. Guy stated "I was ap-
pointed to the post by the
North Mississippi Baptist con-
vention which has taken no
actions regarding my post,.
nor have I received any com-
munication from the conven•
non terminat ng my services
with the college."
He continued: "I have mad'
certain that all donations
made to me for the school'
have been used for no other
purpose. . .I have made it
my life's work to help young
people receive an education
who are unable to receive
help ot:ierwise. I shall contin-
ue to help to the best of my
ability."
The notice from Rev. Craw'
ford said: "No contributions
for, or in the name of the col-
lege should 1-e given to Rev.
Guy."
When Zion Hill 'CME church
on Macon Rd. celebrates Wom-
en's Day, Sunday, Aug. 11, Miss
Eunice Carruthers has been
engaged to oeliver the main
address at 3 p. m.
Theme for the occasion is
"The Challenge of a Christian
Woman's Charge In An Inte-
grating World." Miss Carruth-
ers' address will center around
the theme.
Miss Carruthers, a teacher at
Melrose Elementary school, is
also a hat designer and co-
owner of Carsla's Boutique at
582 Vance ave. A native of Ar-
lington, she attended Barret's
Chapel high school before
graduating from LeMoyne col-
lege. She has also attended
Tennessee State Mel univer-
sity.
A member of Belmont Bap-
tist church in Arlington, she
attends First Baptist church on
S. Lauderdale here, Rev. Ben




Rev. Charles W. Guy, 1001
Alaska, who calls himself the I
"Good Will Ambassador" of
the Baptist Irdustrial College
and Seminary in Hernando,
Miss., said in.a written state-
ment that he was not ap-
Bishop Smallwood E. Williams, presiding
bishop of the Bible Way Church of Our
Lord Jesus Christ World Wide, Inc., shakes
hand in agreement of the resolution call-
ing for cooperation in foreign missions,
Christian education and evangelism world
Pentecostals passed unanimously when
100 Pentecostal leaders assembled recently
at the Bible Way Church in a leadership
conference. Seen from left are Elder C.
L. Scarlett and Elder Ivan Haye, Jamaica,
West Indies; District Eider C. L. White,
Croydon, England, and Bishop Williams.
Bible Way church is located in Washington,
D. C.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. -- running the school per student
(UPI)—Assistant Atty. Gen. 
was $200,000.
Odum said the figures used
Ralph Odum, seeking dis- by the plaintiffs were in error,
missal of a suit to force the He presented a brief which
closing of Florida A & M showed seven students were
members of the Florida barlaw school, said the school is that 32 had graduated from
segregated only because no the school and a total of 160
white students have sought students had attended the
admission. school since it opened in 1951.
The suit, filed by a group Odum said the cast of ed-
of Miami lawyers, claims the ucating each student was $15,-
school is inefficient and ex- 144 according to state records,
pensive and was created only ' That's high, but it isn't $200,'
to maintain segregation. 000," he said.
The suit said the school now Attorney Tobias Simon, onehas only 16 students, has grad- of the planititfs, defendeduated fewer than 37 students the figures. "The matters inand had only five graduates this complaint are in fact trueto pass the Florida Bar exam- and are capable of proof" heinations. It added the cost of said.
Walker Temple
To Conduct
pointed to ths position by Rev Revival
Simon charged in the suit
the school is totally segrega-
ed institution that restricts its
.student body and faculty to
Negroes "both in practice and
in theory."
The state attorney replied
that Florida A & M is segregat-
ed only to the extent that theWalker Temple AME church,
University of Florida is seg-224 W. Brooks Rd., has made
regated, in that there areplans to conduct a revival, now no Negroes attending thestarting Sunday, Aug. 11 at university law school.7:30 p.m., announced the Pas- .It's there for them at anytor, Rev. M. V. Reed. Con- time they want to go if theyducting' the revival will be. qualify, regardless of race orElder L. B. Mister, color," he said.
On Aug. 18, annual Young  
People's Day at the church
will be observed. Guest speak
er at 11 a.m. will be Rev.
Solomon Holley, Jr. At a 3'
p.m. program Miss Bobbie
Phillips will speak.




ny- I. Lambert, post master of
Philadelphia, warned that pic-
keting threatened by the NA-
ACP could lead to federal vio-
lations.
Cecil B. Moore, head of the
Philadelphia NAACP, has
threatened picketing of the
main post office. Moore has
charged that Negroes are dis-
criminated against in post of-
fice promotions.
1956 Olds, Super 88 Convert., R. H. Automatic,
P.S., & Brakes, in very good shape. My personal
car. Can handle with no money down, for quali-
fied credit, see B. McGinnis at Jimmy Payne
Motors, 2509 Summer Avenue, Ph. 323-4501
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. JA 7-932C
Memphis, Ten 
"YOUR Company Makes Whet You Ask For Arid
Creates What You Think Of"
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
thI0
IPJ TEM

























































ROLLA, Mo. — (UPI) —
Sheriff Oliver Lambiel, in ask-
ing for state aid to prepare a
new jail, commented thus on
the present 103-year-old lock-
up:





There Is a reason why people
Ilk• to do busin•ss with us. You,
too, will NI. our courteous treat.
mint and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 900 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Homo Owned Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W• like, to any yea to your
loon request"
Examin•d and Supervised by
the State Department al
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8591




DOZENS AND CHEAP AS DIRT
10 Cent Note Book Paper 75 a Doz.
25 Cent Note Book Paper ......... a Doz.
49 Cent Note Book Paper 3.45 a Doz.
You Can Buy !i Doz. This Size
PRIMARY SUPPLIES
10 Cent, First Grade Tablets  75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Second Grade Tablets  75 a Doz.
25 Cent, First Grade Tablets ............1 75 a Doz.
25 Cent, Second Grade Tablets 1.75 a Doz.
Composition Books & Typing Paper
25 Cent, Campos. Books  1.75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Compos. Books 
10 Cent, Typing Paper Pkg. 
10 Cent, Index Cards (10c Size) 75 a Doz.
PENCILS $2.25 A GROSS
144 PENCILS
A $3.60 VALUE
STOP SENDING THAT CHILD TO A
STORE EVERYDAY AND SAVE





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Annual Women's Day will
be observed at Mt. Nebo Bap-
tist church on Sunday, Aug.
11, and the speaker at the
2:45 p.m. meeting will be Mrs.
Willie R. Turner„ a member
•f the Fredonia Baptist church
t Senatobia, Miss.
The theme for the day will
e "The Crisis of a Christian
oman in a Changing Soci-
ety."
Mrs. Turner is president of
the Women's Education Con-
ention of North Mississippi
and a teacher at the Senatobia
High school.
Other special guests for the
day will be Mrs. Essie B. Mc-
Clinton, Greater Middle Bap-
fat; Miss Hortense Spillers,
t. John Deadrick; Mrs. Elmo
Adams, St. Stephens Baptist
church, and Mrs. Isabel Flagg,
etropolitan Baptist church,
ho will be mistress of cere-
monies for the program.
Mrs. Jessie Perino is general
airman for the observance,
and Mrs. Maude Scott and Mrs.
WE HAVE the finest selection of
ate model used ears In Memphis.




Lee Cunningham, blind ten-
or and one of the outstanding
vocal artists of the Mid-South,
will be presented in a recital
at Avery Chapel AME church
on Sunday, Aug. 11, at 4 p. m.,
and the public is invited.
The recital is being spon-
sored by the Winston-Luster
Missionary Society on the
theme, "An Evening in White."
Missionaries of all denomi-
nations are invited to attend
and to wear white for the oc-
casion.
Mrs. Peter G. Crawford is
president of the society, and
Dr. Crawford is pastor of the
church.
Avery Chapel is observing
its Centennial Year in 1963.
Lightning Kills Cows
MAUGON, France — (UPI)
— Lightning killed 12 cows in
a barn when a bolt struck one
of them and the current trav-
eled along lines of an electric






WHIR( ro.a4 list YOU
GI7 egtitatryrsAt
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NEW YORK — (UPI) — The head of the National Ur-
ban League said his organization will unveil a $10 Won
"Domestic Marshall Plan" aimed at preparing Negroes
for the increased responsibilities they will face in a more
racially integrated U. S. society.
Whitney M. Young Jr., executive director of the Urban
League, told a news conference the plan would encompass
"the needs and the problems of the Negro for the next five
to 10 years."
He said the program, to be financed by contribuuons
from federa,,, state and local governments and private
foundations., should be managed by a committee seiecteci
from the Negro community."
111111111111111111111111001110111011111111111101111111001111101111001111111011111111111111101111111111111111111111111111
MY' LADY'S BEAUTY SALON




Shampoo Bowl In Each Booth - Air Condition
Plenty Parking Space
We Work By Appointments
Open 9 A.M. Until
(Booth Rent Very Reasonable)
Working Conditions Very Pleasant
"We Have Openings For New Operators"
We Specialize In • Permanents • Coloring -
Individual Styling & Consultation
Mr. ROBERT WRIGHT, Owner
Mrs. M. MYRTLE SMITH, Manager
Coupons from 86 glAR
good for 101 on ay nde...
51 Qt Kiddieland1
Be sure and get your Big Star coupons worth 100 each off any
adult ride at the fairgrounds. SC off any Kiddie/and Ride.
Get your coupon every time you shop at Big Star!
SAVE 40(; per carton on
HYDE PARK CIGARETTES
Plain, Menthol or Filter Tip
Carton of 10 Pkgs. $2.47
Big Star
Where Prices are Right
Clerks Polite!
It's Nice Saving Twice with
Big Star. Everyday low Prices
& Valuable Quality Stamps!
117417liliallarg"alt Fisk Jubilee SoloistMN OM M  Or." '441,"
IOW * Nog
To Sing In Humboldt
Leonard J. Gunn, CLU, center, was re-
cently honored for successfully managing
the Nashville District Office of Atlanta
Life Insurance company for 25 years. Join-
ing in the tribute to Gunn, were, from left.
N. K. McMillan, Atlanta Life assistant
agency director for Georgia and Tennessee;
Joe Thompson. Jr.. past president of the
Nashville Life Underwriters Association:
Metropolitan Nashville Vice Mayor George
H. Cate, Jr., and Charles W. Greene,
Atlanta Life hoard member and director
of public relations.
HUMBOLDT — Miss Mary
Rose Rodeos, a brilliant so-
prano soloist, who has been
acclaimed by music critics far
and near, will be presented in
a recital at the Morning Star
Baptist church in Humboldt
on Sunday, Aug. 11 at 8, and
the sponsors are members of
the Dorcas Circle.
Miss Rodgers studied piano
for six years under Mrs.
Imogene Burnett and won top
honors for three years in tal-
ent programs sponsoredd by
the Omegas m Jackson, Tenn.
She entered Fisk university
in Nashville after completing
her junior year at Rosenwald
school in Treaton. While there,
sne majored in music under
Dr. Denis Cowan and later
was a studert of the famous
James Van Lowe. Miss Rodg-
ers traveled extensively wit,i
the Jubilee Singers.
PRAISED BY CRITICS
She was member of the
Union choir dining her four
years and ..eceived amiable
reviews twin the critics for
her parfocmances in "Out of
the Daptns" by Alan
ness and "Jubilant Song" by
Dello Joio. For her perform-
ance with the Jubilee Sing-
ers in the Festival of Music
and Art presentation in 1963,
she was der med "an excep-
tionally 1), illitmt soprano" by
critics
Duriog a recital of original
compositions by students at
the Peabody School of Music,
Miss Rodgers sang "A Train
Makes Me I unely." with the
composer, David F. Seligman,
accomnanying het.
A 1963 graduate of Fisk,
Miss Rodgers will teach music
at the Rose!, wald school this
fall.
During her recital here
next Sunday, she will be ac-
companied by Mrs. Jennie
Brodnax of Humboldt, former
music instru.:tor in the Mern 1
phis public schools and owne •
of the Vance Studio of Music
in Humboldt.
Mrs Louise Croom is presi-
dent of the Loreas Circle and
the Rev. J. H. Mathis is pas-
tor of the c`iurch.
NAACP Announces Civil Rights Fi3k Reveals Salary
Breakthrough in Albany Crisis Scale For Its Faculty
ALBANY, Ga.—The NA-
ACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund today an-
nounced the first major
breakthrough in the long-
stymied racial 'fists here.
The U.S. Court of Appeals,
Fifth Circuit, has ordered a
lower court to issue an injunc-
tion against city officials here
that will allow Negro citizens
to enjoy many of the goals
sought during monghs of peace-
ful demonstrations:
Mrs. Constance .Baker Mot-
ley, ler,a/ defen,e fund asso-
ciate counsel, who was chief
counsel during the long pro-
ceedings, pointed out that Al-
bany officials have been busily
selling the city's swimming
pool facilities to private indi-
viduals.
"We shall have to go back
to court to test the validity
of these sales. But the decision
is clear that all public faci-
lities sought to be desegregat-
ed by this suit must be open
to Albany's Negro citizens,"
she said.
SUMMER OF 1962
Albany Cared into the na-
Atlanta Life Manager
iilonored In Nashville
NASHVILLE — While build-
ing a reputation, as one of
the top practitioners in the
insurance industry; Leonard J.
Gunn. certitied :life under-
Cr, over the past 25 years es-
tablished himself as a commu-
nity leader of the first rank.
These facts were underscor-
ed here recently when the
Metropolitan Nashville com-
munity joined with the Nash-
ville District office of Atlanta
Life Insurance company in a
tribute program reviewing the
district's 25 years of progress
with Gunn as manager.
George H. Cate, Jr.. vice
mayor of Metropolitan Nash-
ville, Atlanta Life national of-
ficers Charles W. Green, board
member and public relations
director: N. K. McMillan, as-
sistant agency director in
lelarge of Georgia and Ten-essee; officials of the Ten-
nessee State Department of
Insurance; Joe Thompson, Jr.,
oast president of the Nash-
ville Life Underwriters Asso-
•iation and a member of the
11 million Roundtable, and
U.S. Rep. Richard Fulton of
the 5th Nashville District,
shared in the tribute to the
veteran executive.
Gunn, a native of Talladega,
Ala., and a graduate of Talla-
dega college, came here in
1937 to head the Nashville
District when it had only
three employees, $614 in in-
dustrial business and $119,0r0
in ordinary business.
Through his leadership,
Gunn pointed out, Gunn has
brought the district to a 30-
nerson staff, a debit of $6,500
in industrial accounts and
more than $3 million in ordi-
nary business.
The Atlanta Life public re-
lations director characterized
Gunn as a pioneer insurance
leader whose activities have




Harold M. Love of the 19th
district, who is ordinary su-
pervisor for the Nashville
office, was chairman of the
program.
Beating the heat and ban that the City of Memphis
slapped on all public swimming pools, are the above grout)
mho( boys who are camping at Folks; State Park. These
Mr lucky boys are the envy of their city cousins who couldn't
beat last week' terrific temperatures by taking a duck
into a cool pool. The above campers went swimming (tails
Mrs. Motley, flanked by C.
B. King of Albany and Donald
L. Hollowell of Atlanta, point-
ed out that Dr. Anderson and
other leaders of the Albany
Movement had met with the
Mayor and suggested appoint-
ment of a biracial committee to
improve the situation before
the demonstrations began.
The Mayor never responded.
3 HEARINGS
Arguments of NAACP Legal
Defense Fund attorneys were
iurned down after three hear-
ings in the District Court on
ground that the individual Ne-
gro .plaintiffs were not seg-
regated against personally
while seeking use of public
facilities.
The District Court also rea-
soned that the named Negro
plaintiffs were not represent-
ative of Albany Negroes in
general.
The U.S. Appeals Court dis-
agreed and ordered the lower
court to issue the injunction
sought by the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Fisk
tion's headlines during the tirivt"-ItY has established a
;
new scale for faculty personnel,summer of 1962. The Albany according to the summer issueMovement was under the lead- of the alumni periodical, "Theership of Dr. W. G. Anderson. Fisk News."
Dr. Martin Luther King and The News also reports thatthe Southern Christian Leader- the university has raisedship Conference also partici- $225,000 toward its Centen-pated in the demonstrations. nial Program goal of $6 mil-
NAACP Legal Defense Fund lion to be used for capital
attorneys stressed that Alba, improvement by the time it
fly's Negro citizens sought: is a century old in 1966.
The new salary scale is out-• The end of state enforced lined in an article entitled:racial segregation in all public The State of the University:parks, libraries and city audi- A Report to the Alumni" bytorium; Dr. Stephen J. Wright. pres-
• The end of city laws re- Aim, of the university, other goals hoped for by ,in connection with their cur-'miring segregation in taxi- NO MAXIMUM . 1966, which include "sufficient rent campaign for civil andcabs, theatres and on buses: The scale is: instructors: endowment funds for faculty economic rights$5,00046,000: assistant motes- salaries and scholarships; funds• The end of arrests for at-
tempting to use public recrea. s°rs:' $650048000: 
associate for three dew buildings and
tion, transportation, and libra- 
professors: $7,500-$9,000; and enlargement of the university
pry facilities on an integrated maximum. 
$8,000 with no library.".: 
basis. The same issue of the
"This new schedule," Dr. alumni news reports that the
Wright explained, "will en- Fisk chemistry building has
able us, especially at the full been named for two of the
professor's level, which has school's former chemistry pro-
no maximum, to compete with fessors, Dr. Thomas W. Talley
a wide range of institutions for and Dr. Same Elmo Bracy.
faculty."
Dr. Wright reported that
approximately 52 per cent of
the faculty holds earned doe-
Negroes. Whites Charged
PLAN FOR NEW BUILDING
'Trustees of the Southeastern Business college at Durham.
N. C.. approved a new building program for the school.
and the members of the board are seen here during a
meeting at the Jack Tar hotel. Members of the Board of
Trustees, seated from left, are A. 1'. Spaulding, Jr.,
president, D. W. Stith, Dr. S. /I. FulbrIght and J. T.
'Taylor. Standing same order are Atty. Harvey Beech,
Kinston; J. D. Chase, 'Charlotte, and Dr. J. E. Campbell.
Board members not shown are C. C. Stokes, Jr., Rocky
Mount; Dr, F. N. Sullivan, Wilson; and Rev. J. W. Smith,
Dr, Stith is president of the school. Cost of the first stage
of the program is estimated at more than $50,000.
ASHEBORO. N. C. — (UPI)
— Police said they would
charge four Negro and four
white youths with misde-
meanors in connection with
the shooting of the four whites.
Police Chief Clarence J.
Lovett said the four white
teen-agers were grazed by a
shotgun blast in downtrievn
Asheboro Saturday. He said
the four whites apparently
threw bottles at the Negroes.
who stopped to exchange in-
sults
44.
at Fuller Park. All puhl.lc swimming pools in Memphis
have been closed all summer. City officials refused to
open pools this summer after the U. S. Supreme Court out-
lawed racial iirgrrga(ion at public pools here. Photo By
Earnest C. Withers).
moral degrees. • and that all
members of the departments
of chemistry, physics, and so-
ciology hold earned doctoral
degrees.
BUILDING SCHEDULE
By the fall of 1964 Dr.
Wright said the interior of
Jubilee Hall will be replaced
by a new fire-proof interior,
but will retain the feel of its
Victorian charm.
Construction of a new Liv-
ingstone Hall to house 220 men
students and a center for day
students will also begin in
the fall of 1964.
Dr. Wright named nine
The action was taken by the
Fisk Board of Trustees upon
the recommendation of the
General Alumni Association.
While they were shooting at
each other, Lovett said, a shot-
gun blast followed. He said
it was not known who fired
the weapon and "we have
been unable to find a shot-
gun."
He said, "These are all ill-
mannered, uninformed young-
er people who are just looking
for excitement and not tak-
ing into consideration the
events of the times."
All eight, he said would be
charged with "engagmg in a
fray involving deadly weapons
and disorderly conduct."
Lovett said nine other whites
had been arrested for loiter-
ing. Racial tension in Ashe-
boro was heightened by the
integration of two downtown
theaters Friday
When Beulah Baptist
church. 2407 Douglass Ave.,
celebrates annual Deacon's
and Laymens' Day, Sunday,
Aug. 1 1, the pastor of Metro-
politan Baptist church, Rev.
S. A. Owen Sr., is expected
to deliver the main adcoess
during a 3 p.m. program.
Theme for the celebration
"Living and Serving To-
gether in the Church."
Rev Ower. will be present-
ed bey the church's pastor, Rev.
W. C Holmes.
Among others to appear on
the program are Charles
Turner, Leroy Johnson,
George Johnson, Everett
Young and Finus Field, chair-
man ot the celebration, who
will be the master of cere-
mony.
Music will he supplied by
the Beulah Male chorus.
Some Heat Wave
LONDON — (UPI) — The
Daily Telegraph reported that
Britain was in the fifth day
of a "heat wave." The high
temperature in London was 77
degrees.
American Jewish Congress Forms
Volunteer Panel Of Lawyers To
NEW YORK, N.Y. — The
Metropolitan Council of the
American Jewish Congress an-
nounced this week the forma-
tion of a special panel of vol-
unteer attorneys who will
work with four leading Negro
groups in the New York area
By ROSITA MILLER
The aim of education must
be the training of independent-
ly acting and thinking indi-
viduals, who, however, see
in the service of the commu-
nity their highest life prob-
lem . . . MSU will award the
folowing teachers with a
MASTERS DEGREE . . . Mrs.
Addie Jones, Mrs. Ada Jack-
son, Mrs. Eizabeth Martin, and
Mrs. Geraldine Harris all of
Hyde Park elementary school
. . Ernest Abron, assistant
principal, (MELROSE), Ben-
nie Batts, principal, (LIN-
COLN). Frank Davis, (POR-
TER), George Cox, (LESTER),
Allen Searcy, (HENNINGS,
TENN.), William H. Suggs,
(MITCHELL, A. D. Miller,
principal, (B. T. W., Evening
Extension) . . . Mrs. Cornelia
Suggs, (MELROSE), is a pa-
tient at E. H. Crump. She is
the wife of Rev. W. A. Suggs,
pastor of Friendship church
. . CHILDREN . . . CONSTI-
TUTE MAN'S ETERNITY . .
It's a boy for the Louis (Be'
Lois) B. Tate's . LAKE-
VIEW Gardens Girl Scout
Troop will hold their INVES-
TURE SERVICES by candle-
light on the Patio of Mr. wild
Mrs. McMilan, 4909 Hornlallre
Rd., Aug. 9. Mistress of cere-
mony for the talent program
following the services will be
Miss Jackie Atkins, age 8,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Atkins. Main feature will be
la tribal dance led by Miss Dale
Miller, age 3 daughter of the
A. D. Millers. . . HERE'S TO
MATRIMONY, TIIE HIGH
SEA FOR WHICH NO COM-
PASS HAS YET BEEN IN-
VENTED . . . Miss Barbara
Bates, daughter of Mrs. Mag-
nolia Bates will wed Mr. Clar-
ence Payne. Aug. 17 . . . Re-
ception will be held at the
TOP HAT AND TAILS CLUB
... Miss Norish Lee Trueman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sten-
nis Bedford Trueman, will be
joined in holy wedock with
Mr. Sterlin Nichols Adams,
Saturday, Aug. 17. Reception
will take place at the SIGMA
GAMMA RHO SORORITY
HOUSE . . Girl Scout Troop
Committe Chairman and mem-
bers were appointed for the
year 1963-1964 in Lakeview.
Chairman: Mrs. Mildred Mit-
chell; Camping and Hikes;
Mrs. Carol Garner. Mrs. Lucy
Suttles, and Mrs. Mildred
Mitchell; Transportation and
telephone; Mrs. Hester Miller,
Mrs. Barbara Atkins, Mrs.
Gerri Little; Budget Members;
Mrs. Gloria Tuggle; Mrs. Nell
Gill; Program Developer; Mrs.
Carol Garner and Mrs. Lucy
Suttles: Publicity Director;
Mrs. Gerri Little; Mrs. Os-
borne; Representative and Fi-
nance Chairman of Sponsor-
ing group; Miss Mary Fowler.
Sponsors: LAKEVIEW MAN'
•1
Commenting on the basic
purpose of the panel. Howard
M. Squadron, chairman of the
Metropolitan Council of the
A J Congress stated, "Al-
though we may not always
agree with the tactics being
employed in certain demon-
strations, we feel that the es-
sential justice that underlies
the goals being sought by
AGEMENT COMPANY and
SOUTHERN FUNERAL
HOME . . busy selecting her
fall wardrobe for HOWARD
UNIVERSITY is versatile Ann
Burford, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. P. L. Burford . . . Re-
turning to Memphis after a
summer of fun on their grand-
parents farm in Roanoke, Va.,
are the Miller twins, Wanda
Len and William Lee . . . Miss
Josie Baldridge, local school-
marm, has accepted a teach-
ing position in California . .
A good quality which men
should cherish is forsight. . .
—
Negroes must be actively sup-
ported by all those who truly
believe in the American idea
of democracy."
The panel, headed by Mar-
vin Karpatkin, a prominent
New York attorney, will work
directly with the NAACP,
CORE, Urban League and
Student Non-Violent Coordi-
nating Committee in two ways:
first, in providing legal coun-
cel for persons brought before
the courts for actions arising
out of the demonstrations, and
second, in helping to establish
The broad legal principals on
which such cases are to • be
argued before the courts.
The information of the panel
is only one facet of a • new
program undertaken by the
Metropolitan Council of the
American Jewish Congress.
A J Congress is also organiz-
ing a business advisory group
detigned to aid small Negro
businessmen and a committee
on public school education
which will devote itself to
developing and supporting
better opportunities for Ne-
gro and other disadvantaged
groups in public schools.
Registration Of Negro
Voters In Alabama Is
Being Pushed Steadily
One of the great political
mysteries of the day is how
effective the Negro voter reg-
istration drive will be between
now and election day next
year.
The registration campaign,
while mostly undramatic, is
being pushed with quiet de-
termination. Following virtual-
ly all major racial demonstra-
tions this year. it has been an-
notmced by Negro leaders that
the program would continue in
the form of voter registration.
Such an announcement, was
made in Birmingham. Ala., last
May following demonstrations
of near riot proportions. Some
of the results are beginning to
come to light. •
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
who led the Birmingham civil
rights drive announced recent-
ly that 2,000 Negroes have been
added to the voter rolls in six
weeks, bringing the city's vot-
ing Ne,,roes to about 14,000.
NO DISCRIMINATION
The Justice Department used
the same figures to show how
far behind are Birmingham
Negroes in voting status. In a
suit demanding the immediate
registration of another 2.032
Negroes in the area, the gov-
ernment noted that of 116,100
Negroes eligible to vote only
14,000 are registered. There are
120,000 white voters among
256,300 eligible, the suit said.
Georg', Bellsnvder, chairman
of the Jefferson (Birmingham)
county board of registrars and
a defendant in the case, denies
that his county discriminates
against voter, applicants. He
explains that white and Negro
applicants are given the same
forms, are asked the same
questions and hold up their
right hands to swear to the
The Justice Department said
it had photographed voting
records for a year to gather
evidence. It charged Negroes
were tested strictly, the whites
were given the easy way out.
Bellsnyder replies:
"There is no grading system
on the, test. White and Negro
applicants are graded exactly
the same.
100 YEARS
"The fact is that only in re-
cent months have Negroes at-
tempted to register. The whites
have been registering all the
time, Now the Negroes are try-
ing to catch up in one year
what was 100 years in the mak-
ing. You can't do it.
Alabama Attorney General
Richmond Flowers argued that
some Negro voter applicants
had refused to pledge they
would bear arms for their
country — one of the questions
asked. He said he thought no
one should be allowed to vote
who wouldn't do that.
Wiley Branton, director of a
southwide Voter Education
Project for Negroes, says that
registration books are open
only three days a week — in
the mornings when most Ne-
groes are at work — and only
three weeks out of a. month.
"They do not have enough
deputy registrars to handle the
applicants tind this discourages
those who come several times
and have the office closed be-
fore they can register," Bran-
ton said.
As the voter registration
drive grows ever stronger, one
thing appears obvious: the
Justice Department will inter-
vene more aggressively in the
coming months. The Birming-
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Portugal And South Africa
Serious complaints were voiced at
the Security Council of the United
Nations over South Africa's racial
policy and Portugal's suppression of
independence movements in her col-
onies. The African delegates, who
brought those vexing questions to
the fore, warned that these issues
constitute serious threats to world
peace.
The United States has called atten-
tion to "acts of impatience" that could
threaten the political, economic and
social aims of the world organization.
Formal requests to convene the Coun-
cil were submitted July 11 by 32 Af-
rican countries — all the continent's
independent governments except
South Africa.
The documents called the policies
of Portugal and South Africa a seri-
ous threat to international peace and
security. Portugal's refusal to promote
the independence of Angola, Mozam-
bique and other territories is said to
have produced a "state of war" in
Portuguese Africa.
America's equivocal attitude in the
matter, especially with reference to
Portugal, can be explained on the
basis of Portugal's membership in the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Adult Learning
The University of Chicago's na-
tional opinion research center con-
cludes that 25 million adult Ameri-
cans are continuing their education
by one means or another ...
Fewer than half of the adult-edu-
cation studies are being pursued un-
der regular academic institutions.
Most adults are boning up on sub-
jects of personal concern, such as job-
related skills and improvement of
personality.
Regrettably. only 27 per cent are
delving into the realm of ideas and
The United States insists that the
arms it sends to Portugal be restrict-
ed to NATO purposes. But American
guns and tanks are being used against
the Angolans who are fighting for
their freedom.
Washington has been urging Lisbon
for some time to move toward self-
determination for the Portuguese
territories in Africa. But Lisbon has
paid scant heed to this counsel. Now
the Russians are charging that French
instructors are helping train Portu-
guese troops to fight under African
conditions and that "American roc-
kets" have been fitted to the planes
allegedly obtained from West Ger-
many.
Dr. John Karefa-Smart, Minister of
External Affairs of Sierra Leone, told
the Council that Portugal had flouted
an Assembly resolution adopted last
December, calling for a series of steps
leading to independence for the Af-
rican colonies. He added that "we on
the African continent are convinced
that the only language which an ob-
stinate bully understands is the lan-
guage of force."
War of liberation and deaths are
feared if action is not taken to answer
the Africans' complaints.
values found in academic, religious
and public affairs categories. If this
is true, the adults in their studies are
not getting education in its real sense;
they are getting "training."
Education, by definition, is the ac-
quisition of knowledge, and educa-
tion at its highest is the use of that
knowledge for the betterment of man-
kind. Certainly, today, youth and
adult alike must be equipped to make
a living — but more important is




Why March On August 28th?
The big question is: "Are you go-
ing to participate in the "March On
Washington?" This question is being
asked of the butcher, baker and con-
versation-maker.
My big question: why on Wednes-
day, Aug. 28?
Is it to commemorate the day that
the British Empire outlawed slavery
(Aug. 28, 1834)? Some 700,000 slaves
were liberated. Or is it to commemo-
rate the month that the First Negro
slaves were landed in America —
Jamestown, Va.., in August 1619?
I do not know the reason why
August was selecteed for the big
march on our nation's capital but it
is significant that it has been 345
years since our forefathers were
chained, herded into poorly equipped
ships and brought to a strange land
where cruel task-masters divested
them of their heritage with acts of
'barbarity — beat their native lan-
guage out of them and denied them
to worship God in a manner peculiar
to them.
INTER-BEING
I don't know why the leaders of
the NAACP, SCI,C, SNCC and CORE
selected one of the hottest months in
the year for the trek to Washington.
Is it because August is known as the
month of meteors — when we experi-
ence the Kappa Cygnid shower, the
Omicron Draconid Shower and the
Zeta Draconid shower. Are the civil
rights fighters planning to add to the
showers of meteors by proclaiming
that all law-makers in Washington
who deny or aid in denying full priv-
ileges to citizenship to the minorities
in this country are public foes and
should be so called. No enemy could
have been more cruel than they that
have dwarfed the statute of black
Americans and crucified their inter-
being.
Persons opposed to the march are
claiming that it will damage the
progress that Negroes have made
since the War between the states 100
years ago. Persons in favor of the
, march are risking a chance that it
will help to dramatize the Negroes'
determination to not sit patiently by
for another 100 years without enjoy-
ing the fruits inherenet with equal
opportunity.
What he will lose or gain by the
march will not be immediately re-
duced 'to tangibles. It will test whe-
ther the men who delve into the af-
fairs of our government have the
ability and willingness to subordinate
all personal considerations of the
color, creed and religion of a citizen
and work only for the welfare of this
country. If in the future this results
from the march, then no words will
be able to adequately relate the
achievements. And yet the glory of
the deed will outshine all attempts at
explanation because, if Negroes lose
their battle in this social revolution
America forfeits its coveted right to
be call ed the leader for world de-
mocracy. What foreign country —
ally or enemy — would give credence
to the American brand of Democracy
abroad whenever it is to inadequate
to provide equal opportunities for all
within this country.
"BENEVOLENT SPIRIT"
The honor of the March on Wash-
ington belongs to high officials of
government alone. The triumphs in
the battle for civil rights, magnificent
as they are, are not such as can be
won by physical force, but a moral
awakening of the human elements in
the minds of politicians who do not
hestiate to sacrifice the human rights
of minorities to gain the pride and
power of a political victory.
The Marchers on Washington are
not seeking victories akin to those
sought on a battle field — but they
are seeking that ideal height that all
human beings seek — freedom.
Marcus Marcellus of Roman Days
said: "Your victories on the field of
battle will always command admira-
tion, but your qualities of mind will
inspire love and esteem in the hearts
of all mankind. Time will destroy the. 
memorialsof your victories in battle,
but your benevolent spirit will never
fade from the hearts of men."
The ideal prize to be won in the
Washington March is a "benevolent
spirit."





At San Juan Hilton Is Tops
THE HILTON chain is really holding
its own in the global competition to con-
struct new, splendid hotels.
I've just returned from a delightful visit
to the new Durado-Hilton, just outside of
San Juan, Puerto Rico, where I partici-
pated in one of the finest golf tournaments
ever put on.
It was great falling out of bed onto the
toughest golf course I have ever played.
The tournament was played on the Durado-
Hilton greens.
While this course is not nearly as elab-
orate as that of the Rockefeller-Durado,
which is just a brief distance from the
Hilton hostelry, it is a most interesting golf
course. The wind, water and sand traps
are hazards on each hole. We found it most
difficult to judge our shots.
Smoothest Tournament
THE HOTEL fronts on the Atlantic
Ocean. You can see miles of sea and sky.
I suppose it was partially this atmosphere
which helped us to have one of the smooth-
est tournaments in which I've ever partici-
pated. The tournament committee was
headed by Earl and Warren Jackson and
Jimmy Morrow. Mary Campbell, of the
ALFRED DUCKETT
Choi-sette Golf Club, did a great job as
tournament director.
Richard Brown, the Hilton representa-
tive, said to us that we are here to please
you — and every effort was aimed in that
direction. While the help was new at the
Durado, they went all out to give us the
ultimate &service and attention.
James Brasswell, who fought off the
challenge of James Paul with some tre-
mendous putting, won, the men's division
of the tournament and Myrtle Hudgins
was her usual fine self as she walked off
with the women's championship.
Can Compete
I BELIEVE the winners of the cham-
pionship flight and the other winners were
more pleased than ever, for the trophies
given them were the most gorgeous awards
I. have ever seen.
They were provided by the Pepsi-Cola
Company. I feel this company deserves a
great deal of credit for demonstrating how
important they felt this tournament was.
I think the International Golf Group
and the Hilton chain has served notice on
all future sponsors of tournaments that it
can co,rnpete with the vey best.
Impatient, Want Freedom
WHEN I was very young, I visited the
capital, Washington, D. C.
I remember seeing that tremendous,
needle-shaped Washington Monument.
I remember the broad sweep of the
Potomac.
I remember cherry trees in blossom.
And — awestruck — seeing the White
House, touring the Treasury Department.
I also remember that at the train sta-
tion — if you were a Negro, you couldn't
ride in a taxicab unless it was a taxicab
driven by a Negro.
I was too young to be impressed by all
the other implications of discrimination
and segregation in Washington. — but the
business of Jim-crow cabs impressed me.
I have been back to Washington many
times since.
I have gone there for pleasure.
I have gone there on business.
Things Have Changed
I HAVE BEEN impressed because, on
the surface, so many things have been
changed.
They don't have colored parks there
anymore. You can go to any restaurant
or hotel — if you have the desire and the
price.
If I were naive, I would say that Wash-
ington has become a democratic place.
But I am not naive.
And I know that — in Washington. —
there are still residential ghettos.
In Washington, there is still job dis-
crimination.
I know that these conditions, to some
degree, explain why there is such a big
problem in Washington which people call
juvenile delinquency.
I hear people saying we should be
proud ot the progress which has been made
in Washington — the progress made in in-
tegration of the schools, for instance.
I am not proud of that.
I am ashamed that — in this one
hundredth anniversary year of what was
supposed to be the freeing of the Negro
people — we still have with us the issue
of being accorded our freedom.
Reasons For Shame
I AM ASHAMED — not only for my
own sake — but because I am an American
and I do not see my country living up to
the affirmations of the Declaration of In-
dependence and the guarantee of the Bill of
Rights and the Constitution.
I am ashamed because my country is
hypocritically attempting to lead the free
world and yet, in my country, I am not
free.
I am not patient. My people before me
have been patient for hundreds of years.
I am impatient.
I am impatient like the Man who over-
turned the money tables of the money men
in a temple.
I am impatien.t like the men who
fought the French Revolution.
I am impatient like the kids in Birm-
ingham, Ala., who followed Martin King
to prison.
That is why I am going to visit Wash-
ington again.
This is summer, I am going to visit
Washington.
I hope I will be one of a million Ne-
groes and white Americans who believe
in Freedom and who want the Senate and
the House to know that we will no longer
brook any fooling around with our free-
dom.
I will be one of those who "March To
Washington."
I hope I'll see- you there.
SOMETHING ELSE!
There is one particular aspect of the
racial situation in the United States which
hasn't been too clearly eestablished. And
yet it very importantly exists. It's im-
portant because, an understanding of it
goes far toward clarifying much of the
unrest which is currently moving the Ne-
gro populace of the nation. Yet it's a sim-
ple and easily understandable aspect of
the Negro's situation. Further, there's no.
thing new about it. It has long since beer.
discerned. It just simply has not been
studied deeply enough — nor emphasized
enough.
It is this: Negroes are tired of being
Negroes . . . something special . . . some.
thing for which special provision has to lot
made. It's surprising how ..many Negroei
are tired of the super-publicity the race is
currently receiving because of the civil
rights fight. Many Negroes are satiated
with the bleeding heart statements of
"friends" and "leaders" relating to them
. . . just as they long since got tired of
the hate spiels to which they were so long
subjected. A lot of Negroes wouldn't mind
being left alone for a spell ... so they could
try their hands at just being human beings
for once.
HOW IT FEELS
Of course, as has been noted, it's diffi-
cult to be just a human being .. . when one
is set aside as something special . . . or is
deliberately trod upon as something in-
ferior . . . or ignored as something not
worthy of recognition. The vast majority
of Negroes are almost crazily curious to
learn how it feels to be treated and re-
garded as just plain human beings . . . not
inherently better, as a group, than any-
body else. And not inherently inferior, as
a group, to anybody else. — Not expected
to sing, dance, philosophy, be burly, black
brutes, not "little pieces God cast off."
Negro writers would like the freedom
of writing about something other than Ne-
groes . . although the Negro is a rich
source of writing material. Negro thinkers
would like to direct their thoughts to some
other phase of ideas than those centering
around their race. Negro doctors much pre-
fer practicing their profession to heal sick
people . . . rather than just sick Negroes.
Negro lawyers would hardly object to re-
leasing their talents from the grove of civil
rights leagl tussles into the larger reaches
of a general law practice. Multitudes of
Negro school teachers feel that their tal-
ents and training are sufficient to be used
profitably beyond the narrowing confines
of a segregated classroom. Many a Negro
preacher is sure that God called him to
help save more than technicolored souls
. . but rather all souls regardless of color
or colors.
LOCAL SALES TAX
Negroes all over would appreciate time
and opportun.ity to consider some of the
other issues of modern living other than
race. As it is, most Negroes don't have to
form. intelligent opinions about virtually
any other important domestic or interna-
tional issues. Sometimes many important
local issues are missed by them entirely.
Wonder what Memphis Negroes think
about the local sales tax being proposed at
this time. It will probably be voted on in
November of this year. What do Negroes
think about it? What civic leader, preach-
er, teacher, or Negro newsman or speaker,
has bothered to find out the facts and
proposals, and tell "your folks" about the
sales tax? Or, who cares what the Negro
thinks ... so long as he pays the sales tax?
Or has the Negro any clear thoughts about
a sales tax?
Wonder what the Negro leadership of
America thinks about the test ban treaty
drawn up with Russia . . . and now being
considered by the U. S. Senate? Do Ne-
groes have anything importani to add to
the international discussion now going on
about the proposed treaty . . which is
purportedly a first tentative, but impor-
tant step toward thawing the enervating
"Cold War?" Or have Negroes had time
to. think about it in the midst of the con-
tinuing hulabaloo of being a Negro in the
second half of the Twentieth Century
What, maybe, is the Negro reaction to •
the recent Supreme Court action ruling
against routine prayers and Bible reading
in the public schools of the nation? Do you
suppose there is a "Negro opinion." or, bet-
ter . . . a general opinion among Negroes
ove rthe issue? Or would you bet that
more than one out of every 10 U. S. Negro
has given the matter a thought . . . right
here in the middle of his sit-in's lay-in's,
demonstrations and the like?
In short, maybe the Negro is so busy
trying to escape "just having to be a 'Ne-
gro' . not the physical sense . .. until he
shouldn't be expected to have too much
interest in many other important issues,
just now. It's hard for a lot of Negroes to
say. And yet, it shouldn't be hard. A na-
tion-wide railroad strike would put the
pinch on Negroes, along with other Ameri-
cans. And that's the way it is with most of
the many large issues . . . over and beyond
being a Negro.
One wonders if it wouldn't be a good
deal for Negroes themselves to set them-
selves some time apart for "something





























































































































































































































































NatiodsCops Prepare To Handle Race fights
By BRYCE MILLER
Police. state troopers and national guardsmen from
coast to coast, fearful that the drive for Negro equality may
erupt into more mob violence during the "dog days" of late
summer, are quietly taking stock of their capability to
quash civil disorder.
A nationwide United Press International survey found
an undercurrent of anxiety among leading public officials
and law enforcement authorities alike about the possibility
of race riots.
The Negro demand for "freedom now" — greater social,
economic and political equality with the white man — al-
ready has exploded into violence across the southland and
in cities in the North in recent weeks.
Leaders from Los Angeles to New York City from Si.
Petersburg. Fla., to Seattle, Wash., fear the worst may be
yet to come.
Significantly or not Federal Enterprises Inc., of Salts-
burg. Pa., has reported an increase in tear gas sales during
the past month. The firm sells tear gas to various law en-
forcement bodies including the police department of New
York City with a population of 7,781,984 — 1,087,931 of
them Negroes. A spokesman refused to identify the heavy
buyers.
MORE DOGS
Police in such communities as Baton Rouge, La., Pine
Bluff, and Springdale. Ark., and Jackson. Miss., have been
authorized to purchase or have recently added dogs for
riot control. Many cities already have a K-9 Corps.
Dozens of cities, including Jackson. Pittsburgh, Lex-
ington, Ky., Baltimore, Baton Rouge. Dallas and Seattle
are training policemen in riot work.
Shreveport. La., Commissioner of Public Safety George
J'Artois set up a special subversives group, or intelligence
department, to handle racial problems. Policemen now
wear and carry night sticks. In case of racial violence, po-
• licemen have been instructed to remove their nametags
and badges.
Jackson. Miss., is purchasing a new riot patrol car and
two, horses for mounted patrol duties in connection with
any mobs. The Jail is being enlarged.
At the moment. Negroes and whites are observing an
uneasy truce in Jackson called when the city agreed to hire
several Negro policemen.
But the Rev. G. R. Haughton. Negro pastor of Jack-
son's Pear Street African Methodist Episcopal Church, pre-
dicted more demonstrations shortly.
"They (the Negroes) are seething even though the
city appears quiet at the moment," he said.
Every southern state and many of those in the North
have had demonstrations, picketing, sit-ins and protest
marches in recent weeks. Violence has broken out in a
dozen cities with militant Negroes shouting "we want
freedom — Now"
"Violence seems to be the only way of making the in-
tegration problems known," said Negro Henry Clay Smith,
a Pittsburgh construction worker. "I'm not for violence.
but I'm for complete integration anyway we can get it."
Mrs. Emma Lee Jones is a Negro housewife. She would
like to move out of the home she has in a poor section on
the outskirts of Pittsburgh.
• "It's terrible to have violence over integration, but it'sterrible to be treated like dirt, too," she said. "I'm a. peace-
loving woman and I don't like violence, but sometimes
you Just got to fight."
The lineup of militant versus moderate Negroes has
resulted in a sharp break among some Negro leaders. Mili-
tants are ready to march arla their protests have erupted in
violence in cities like Savannah, Ga., Charleston, S. C.
Danville, Va.. Cambridge, Md.. and New York City.
"We couldn't stop this thing if we tried," Whitney
Young Jr.. executive director of the National Urban League,
a Negro organization, told a group of foundation executives
and white businessmen in New York last month.
There is some fear that more moderate Negro leaders
are losing control of the militant younger group.
Rev. Martin Luther King, head of the Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conference, watched increduously as mili-
tant hecklers pelted his car with eggs and shouted "Uncle
Tom" at him when he arrived for a rally at a church in
New York's Harlem.
CHICAGO THREAT
In Chicago at the recent. NAACP convention Negroes
"booed" Mayor Richard Daley off the platform and about
50 Negroes in the crowd ahouted "kill him, kill him" when
the Rev. Dr. J. H. Jackson, president of the National Con-
vention, spoke out against the proposed march on Washing-
ton in support of civil rights legislation.
James Meredith. whose entry into the University of
Mississippi‘ touched off violence, was Jeered for a speech
criticizing the "low quality" and "childish" activities of
some Negro youth leaders. And there is no sign of a letup.
James Foreman, executive secretary of the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, said: "It Is necessary,
it seems to me . . . to keep a considerable amount of
pressure on. I mean, the Negro does not, say, in Mississippi
for instance, have a constitutional means to achieve some
solution. That is Sen. (James 0.i Eastland does not re-
present him."
"We do not intend to call off demonstrations and
we would not if we could," said James Farmer, national
director of the Congress of Racial Equality. "We do not
agree that demonstrations for freedom will damage the
chances of the passage of civil rights legislation. On the
contrary, such peaceful demonstrations should help per-
suade the legislators of the urgency of the situation."
Attorney General Robert Kennedy testified before the
senate Judiciary subcommittee this week that "no issue is
more urgent" than the civil rights legislation.
"If we fail to act promptly and wisely at this crucial
point, the ugly forces of disorder and violence will surely
arise." he said.
A lull has settled ever much of the Southland as
Negroes and whites, in some cases for the first time in
history, sat at conference tables to try to hammer out the
terms for racial peace. But the fear of further violence
hung over the Deep South and extended into the North.
Gov. Terry Sanford of North Carolina has promised
to call out the National Guard before allowing open violence
to break out. Gov. Carl Sanders of Georgia pledged state
troopers to city officials whenever they request them. They
were used recently to put down rioting in Savannah.
Negroes at Danville. Va.. a tobacco-textile city on the
Virginia-North Carolina border, are in the midst of a cam-
paign to "fill the Jails."
Mayor Julian Stinson of Danville has adopted a policy
of refusing to negotiate with demonstrators demanding
complete integration. He calls them "common criminals."
Virginia Gov. Albertis S. Harrison deplored the Dan-
ville situation and said it has Jeopardized the progress
Virginia has made in the civil rights field.
Gov. Ross Barnett of Mississippi, Jackson Mayor Allen
Thompson and other officials publicly proclaim that racial
disturbances are over in Mississippi. Privately, they fear
more trouble will come from Negroes pushing for better
Jobs and better housing.
FORM COMMITTEE
Birmingham, Ala., where bloody street fighting erupted
during an anti-segregation protest in May, has set up a bi-
racial committee of doctors, industrialists, bankers, lawyers,
labor leaders and civic club leaders. They were Jeered by
picketing Ku Klux Klansmen during their first meeting.
Alabama Gov. George Wallace has pledged to maintain
segregation at every level. "And I think it will be pre-
served." he said.
Some Alabama localities have mounted officers to
help control crowds and Birmingham and Montgomery have
dogs. State police set tip a special riot company of 60 men
which can move into any area quickly.
In Georgia, bi-racial conunittees have been set up at
Brunswick, Savannah, Marietta and Rome. Mayor Ivan
Allen of Atlanta refused to form an official bi-racial group
because he questioned efficiency of such a committee. There
Is atilt a lot of feeling in Atlanta.
"It is going to get out of hand one way or another."
said DuPont Fisher, 48, a white carburetor repairman.
"Anytime ,three or more Negroes get together they ought
to stop it. Somebody will Jeer and it will get out of hand.
Negroes are very sensitive. All that has to happen is for
some white trash to say something smart."
Gov. Carl Sanders of Georgia feels demonstrations
will continue for quite a long time. He feels they are within
the Negroes' rights so long as they are within the frame-
work of law and order.
STATE GROUP
00V . Terry Sanford of North Carolina has set up the
only state-wide bi-racial group in the South. It is called
the "Good Neighbor Council" with a primary goal of
seeking equal Job opportunities for all.
Sanford urged Negro leaders to halt demonstrations
and to do more negotiating. Negroes are still pressing
demands for better Jobs, housing, schools and restaurant
integration but are keeping disagreements at the conference
table.
Tennessee Gov. Frank Clement has promised to appoint
a state-wide committee on human relations. Bi-racial com-
mittees are already operating in Knoxville, Chattanooga and
Nashville.
The police department in Pittsburgh has started giving
each new recruit 10 hours special training on how to deal
with racial disturbances.
At Mantic, Conn., members of a National Guard experi-
mented avith talcum powder this week as a means of mob
control. A portable gas dispenser was loaded with the
powder and the 169th Military Police Battalion used it to
dust a "hostile mob" from head to foot. The powder was
used as II substitute for an irritant gas.
Bi-racial conferences have been called in a number
of New Jersey cities, including Newark, Jersey City and
Trenton, where Negroes are protesting "de facto" segrega-
tion and want better Job opportunities.
Police in New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Harris-
burg. Boston and Baltimore hold classes In mob control
as part of the routine training. New York and Baltimore
have a "reasonable supply" of tear gas on hand.
Police Chief C. Harold Ostler of Omaha said lie has
not beefed up his police force because "Omahans are not
the type" to cause violence. But he added he could double
his force on a moment's notice by switching to 12-hour
shifts.
Public Safety Director Chris °uses diaagreed. He
pointed out that when Negroes tried to enter Oniaha's
Peony Park several weeks ago police had to restrain some
200 whites waiting with clenched fists.
OMAHA QUIET
"In most places there have been demonstrations, there
has been violence," Gum said. "We've been lucky. we
want no blood spilled—it's all the same color."
Minneapolis police were issued steel helmets recently
and patrolmen doubled up in cars in trouble areas. Cin-
cinnati gave its policemen a "quickie course" in mob hand-
ling when the NAACP threatened to picket the federal
building. Police have dogs, but city officials this month
issued special orders on handling of crowds calling for no
dogs and no tear gas or fire hoses.
There were several incidents of Negro groups attack-
ing white groupe at Swope Park in Kansas City during the
Fourth of July weekend. The city set a 10:30 p.m. curfew.
Integrated patrols were ordered In some trouble areas.
Detroit has a 35-man riot "commando unit" that has
been organized since 1952, chiefly to handle labor disorders.
Chicago police have an emergency plan which can
bring scores of policemen to the scene of a disturbance
within 60 seconds. Each week, a number of policemen attend
a special school dealing with racial issues. Use of dogs
was curtailed after several Loyola University students were
bitten following a basketball victory celebration last winter,
but are still available for "serious difficulties."
Police Chief R. E. Glasscock of Little Rock said despite
STILL SICK
Negro pressure, he looks for no trouble because people are
"still sick" about the 1957-58 riots.
"We have no dogs or plans to get any," he said. "We
have no riot squads or plans for forming any. We are
prepared for any emergency, but are not looking for any."
Pine Bluff police. Just south of Little Rock, and Spring-
dale police, in northern Arkansas, both have received
authorisation to purchase dogs for riot control.
Dallas police are continuing riot control . training. The
program was begun three years ago when Dallas schools
began a 12-year desegregation plan, one grade a year.
Every policeman has been trained in mob control work.
New Orleans police have formed riot squads and are
beefing up their force: several of the new additions are
Negro. In Baton Rouge, the all-white police force has
purchased additional dogs.
Denver has added no new policemen, but officials took
40 officers away from desk Jobs and put them on beats
within the past few weeks "to beef up the actual police
force on the firing line."
Inspector Ed Walker of the Los Angeles police informa-
tion office, said "crowd control is part of our operation, of
course. We've never used dogs and we don't intend to. We
always have tear gas on hand."
Louis Mason Jr., executive director of Pittsburgh's Com-
mission on Human Relations, said "there is tension in the
community" although the city has had no major or violent
racial disturbances during the current crisis. And he added:
"If we get through the summer without any severe mass
violence, I will thank God."
Althea Gibson: Bundle Of
Energy,
By MORTON COOPER
There are certain people in
the public eye who make the
rest of us awesomely exhaust-
ed by their ability to excel
AL at seemingly everything.
gr One such person is Althea
Gibson, a native of Silver,
S. C., who in a comparatively
short span of time has made
her imposing mark in such
diverse fields as tennis, sing-
ing, acting, writing, civic af-
fairs and, now, golf.
The title of her 1958 auto-
biography, "I Always Wanted
To Be Somebody" is less the
merely handily catchy title of
a book as it is the abiding
mainspring of a young woman
who has never settled for sec-
ond best in any pursuit. An
afternoon in her company dem-
onstrates this. Thoroughly en-
gaging, and refreshingly mod-
est, she can sit back on a
couch and still give the im-
pression of being the busiest
human being on earth.
FOREMOST WOMAN
ATHLETE
Althea, former world's ten-
nis champion and surely the
nation's foremost former, pres-
ent and future woman athlete,
*finished third in her compe-
titive golfing debut in the
spring of 1961. Before the sea-
son ended, she had swept med-
alist and titlist honors. Recent-
ly starting her third season
of golf, she captured the
North South Women's Ama-
teur tournament at Miami for
the second straight year.
Over lunch last week, the
personable star got to discuss-
ing the differences between
tennis, which she mastered,
and golf, which she will have
mastered any edition now.
How did she make the trans-
ition from a lightning speed
game to a contemplative game
which would appear to bear
no similarity at all to tennis?
And was the transition diffi-
cult?
"First of all, there isn't that
much difference between the




"As for the switch itself,
that began in 1960 when, as
the world's trofessional tennis
Talent And Drive
champion, I seemingly ran out
of tournaments. The only thing
I could possibly do in tennis
from then on would have been
to affiliate myself with some
country club. But that was out
of the question, because my
urge to compete was too
strong.
"That's when golf struck me
as the most likely, most suit-
able game to switch to. Prior
to 1960- I'd been so wrapped
up in tennis that I'd only
hacked around the courses,
not taking golf very seriously.
"There's the belief that an
athlete who excels in one sport
tends to be better than aver-
age in another sport; you
find, for instance, that top
notch bassball players will
often be good golfers. I think
this is so because if you've
really learned coordination,
you keep it.
I know that the coordination
I got from my years with ten-
nis contributed immeasurably
to my picking up the game of
golf. It was much more easy
for me than it might be for
someone who'd never engaged
in any sport.
"There is always a carry-
over from one sport to an-
other. Yes, of course, there's
one big difference between
tennis and golf. Tennis re-
quires spilt second timing, so
that you condition yourself
to make your swings almost
automatic. And tennis requires
much more physical strength,
too. In golf you don't need
a great deal of physical
trength, and you have time
to plan strategy while you're
walking to the next shot.
"But the amount of time
I put into learning golf from
the ground up taught me that,
in some ways, it's a much
tougher game. You'd be sur-
prised how -raich strain there
is in golf. It's a mental strain,
and that can be awfully tiring.
You have to bring to it a
tremendous degree of thought
and concentration. There's
nothing automatic in planning
your execution of shots; they
have to be carefully prepared.
GOLF. TENNIS SIMILAR
"Both games are alike,
though, in that they're games
of angles. You have to pin-
point your shots, which means
ALTHEA
that both demand precision.
And, too, you sometimes have
to buck the elements. You've
got to know how to deal with
high winds, or rain, or weath-
er that's too hot„ or too cool,
or unexpected weather that
suddenly sneaks up on you.
"But that's part of what's
so wonderful about competi-
tive sports: the challenges.
I've always liked challenges."
As Miss Gibson distinctly
shows these days, aside from
her golfing, by making what
seems to be endless flights
around the country as the
community relations repre-
sentative of a bread firm.
Night after day she races for
a plane, flying to any of a
thousand places, and landing
to address a high school as-
sembly at noon and to hostess
a civic function an ohour later.
GIBSON
That this might appear out
of character for the athlete
Althea puzzles some fans, but
it shouldn't: sports are a vital
part of her life, yet her fingers
stay active in a myriad of
social pies.
ALWAYS ON GO
"I keep on the go for the
Ward Baking Co.," she ex-
plained, "in a number of ca-
pacities. The one that interests
me most is speaking before
youngsters, to stimulate them
Into making better persons of
themselves.
"The best way to do it,
at that level, is to stay in
school', to not join the shame-
ful legion of drop-outs. I cite
myself as an example. I was
a drop-out. It took a lot of time
and frustration before I had
the sense to go back.
I went back after taking
stock of myself and realizing
the importance of education,
and I went back with the help
of some very wonderful and
supportive people.
"When I returned, I did
4 years in 3 years, and I went
from there to get my college
bachelor of science degree. In
telling this to the youngsters,
I try to get the message across.
I was an independent girl and
I thought I could do every-
thing for myself.
NO SUBSTITUTE
"Well, I learned differently.
There's no substitute for an
e,ducation. In this machine age,
those kids are soon going to
have to have a diploma to get
a job pushing buttons!"
Daughter of a sharecropper,
eldest of 5 children, Althea
was brought to New York
when she was 3 years old.
Between primary school and
high school, she worked at a
variety of jobs for a period
of 4 years, as a restaurant
counter girl, messenger, hotel
elevator operator, and mail
clerk, ad she worked in a
button factory, a dress plant,
a department store, and a
butcher shop.
The return to school honed
her excellence in sports; she
played on her high school var-
sity basketball squad for 4
years and on her college var-
sity for 3.
"I majored in health and
physical education at Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical
College," she said. "In 1953
I took a job as assistant in-
structor in the Department of
Health at Lincoln University
in Jefferson City, Mo.
My job now with Ward
involvas talking, making my-
self understood and, hopefully,
persuasive. I'm convinced I
couldn't have gotten it and
held onto it if I'd stayed a
drop-out."
FLURRY
In the late 1950's, Miss Gib-
son absorbed herself in a flur-
ry of activities, so apparently
far-flung that, for a while, it
seemed only incidental that
she was the world's tennis
champ. That was when she
pulled a striking parlay in
music, movies, and books. How
did one activity lead to the
next?
"I'd always wanted, to be a
singer," she answered, "so I
took time off to take singing
lessons at Long Island Univer-
sity. When I thought I was
ready to appear in public, I
made my singing debut at the
Waldorf - Astoria in Manhat-
tan at a party celebrating W.
C. Handy'm 84th birthday.
"That led to an offer of a
recording contract from Dot
Records. I did an album, which
led to an offer to screen test
for a part in a John Wayne
and William Holden movie
called 'The Horse Soldiers'.
That was a dramatic role, and
a satisfying one."
Had she had any acting ex-
perience beforehand?
"None," she said, and then
retold a story about her screen
test: "After the test was over,
the cameramen, the light men,
everyone in the crew sponta-
neously applauded. John Ford,
the director told me, "When
the crew applauds, that means
you're really good. It just
about never happens." She
recalled the story with modest
pride, as if she were telling
it about someone else.
TURNED TENNIS PRO
"Then I wrote my book,"
she continued. "I turned ten-
nis professional in 1959 and
toured for 6 months, playing
almost every night in exhibi-
tion shows, with The Harlem
Globetrotters."
Althea admits she especially
enjoys taking part in her
sponsor's Talent Hunt, a con-
test which gives young peo-
ple who sing or play an in-
strument an opportunity to
display their skills. "One of
the prizes," she asserted, "is
a recording contract. That
means a winner won't be just
a local celebrity, but a pro-
fessional. The prize offer gives
the kids an incentive to outdo
themselves."
This young lady, who has
never needed any incentives
except those she gave herself,
was asked if the time isn't
ripe for another autobiogra-
phy.
"When I'm finished with
my athletic career," she said,
"I'd sincerely like to concen-
trate on my singing and, pos-
sibly, to make more movies.
"But that's in the future,"
she grinned. "Give me a few
more years before I start on
the next book. rye got a few




(UPI) — Two grammar school
boys were caned by teachers
when they celebrated the last
day of school by gluing the
headmasters chair to the floor,
sealing a piano lid shut, stop-
ping all the clocks, putting dry
ice in the band instrument
locker, calling six taxies for a
teacher, planting stink bombs
in a corridor and running a
brassiere up the, school flag-
pole.
Coming Negro March On
Washington Recalls
Tragic March Of 1932
United Press International
WASHINGTON — When
Negro civil rights demonstra-
tors stage thsir planned mass
rally in Washington next
month, an aging band of
World War I veterans will be
retelling the story of another
march on the capital—and its
tear gas, gunfire and death
climax.
The storytellers will be the
remnants of the soldiers' bo-
nus march, a depression-
spawned incident that rocked
President Herbert Hoover's
administration in the spring
and summer of 1932.
Most of the civil rights den7-
onstrators will arrive in the
capital by chartered bus and
train on Aug. 28. Their lead-
ers have promised an orderly
"controlled rally, in sharp con-
trast to what happened in
1932. Authorities hope that
such will be the case.
TRAGIC
Most of the bonus marchers
hopped freight trains or
hitchhiked to Washington.
At best their leadership was
confused; their march more
tragic than effective.
Once in Washington, the
men squatted. They took over
empty buildings along Penn-
sylvania Avenue, and set up
sprawling camps along the
mud flats of the Anacostia
River. Day by day, more re-
cruits arrived until their
strength, counting women and
children, reached a high of
20,000.
Conditions in the camps
were Intolerable. Whole fami-
lies lived in cars. Huts were
built out of scraps from garb-
age dumps. One man lived in
a barrel filled with grass. To
make matters worse, Commu-
nist organizers began infiltrat
ing the camps.
Just who was responsible
for calling in the army still
is disputed. Mr. Hoover. of
course, gave the final order.
But Pelham D. Glasaford,
chief of police for the District
of Columbia, denied that he
had asked the District Com-
missioners to urge the Presi-
dent to order out the troops.
Glassford contended he had
the situation under control.
Mr. Hbover himself said the
Commissioners called, on him
to preserve order, saying they
did so on Glassford's recorn-
:nendation.
TROOPS ATTACK
Regardless of who made the
first move, the troops did
enter the city from nearby rt.
Myer, Va. Infantry, tanks, and
cavalry took up stations along
Pennsylvania Avenue under
the command of Chief of Staff
Douglas MacArthur. A then
obscure Col. Dwight E. Eisen-
hower was second in com-
mand.
The troops moved down
Pennsylvania Avenue, clear-
ing the bonus marchers out of
their shanties. Some hold-
outs were burned by the
marchers themselves. Others
were set ablaze by the troops.
The marchers took no vic-
tories home with them, but
four years later Congress did
pass the soldiers bonus bill.
Washington authorities are
hoping devoutly that the im-
pending Negro demonstration





TUSK E GEE INSTITUTE,
Ala. — A $2,714,380 contract
to build three dormitories, 36
apartments and renovate one
dormitory and the school's stu-
dent union, has been awarded
by Tuskegee Institute to Bear
Brothers, Inc., of Montgomery,
Ala. Both the building and ren-
ovation projects are presently
under way.
Two of the new dormitories
will be for male students and
one for women. Twelve of the
apartments will be made avail-
able for faculty members and
24 for morried students. Each
of the new dormitories will
house more than 200 students.
When completed, the student
union will house in addition
to a multipurpose arrest:ea
room, eight "indent *trees, t.
hebbv end crape ship, musirr
Fsiening room. a snack bat,
aryl a &leo terrace.
The deem i!or!ei ars ensecte(1
to he ecmolste by A uaust
Wth the apartments Ore
renovat!on eomplqted
March, 1964.
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By MARJORIE I. ULEN
••••••••assaa•N
superior and the American
Consul and his wife were hosts
at. a beautiful reception and
luncheon in honor of the new-
ly wedded pair. There were
100 guests at the reception and
30 attending the luncheon .
plus many other social cour-
MEMPHIAN ABROAD
FAR - AWAY ROMANCING
AND HISTORIC PLACES
are the scenes of JEWEL GEN-
TRY HULBURT'S preregina-
tions these days. A scenic note
from Hotel Phoenicia at Bei-
rut, Lebanon showed a majes-
tic ultra-modern hotel to rival
any found elsewhere in the
world, in terms of Twentieth
Century architectural design.
Il overlooks the blue Medi-
terranean—with a swimming
pool designed as a lagoon.
Jewel's impressions: S he
didn't love the avaricious ways
of so many Frenchmen in
Paris, but "loved" their shops
. . was completely captivated
by Rome and the Romans—
was delighted with London . .
and finally near the end of
her long journey half - way
around the world, she was met
by Mr. Hulburt and his two
very attractive and interesting
daughters, at Beirut.
Mr. Hulburt's administrative lege and now heads o
ne of the
most progressive churches in
Louisville.
While in Memphis, he was
the dinner guest of Rev. and
Mrs. E. L. Currie at their home
on South Parkway.
PASTOR SHOWER
REV. AND MRS. EDDIE
to Chicago where they will
visit his sister and brother-in-
law, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Wallace ... then to Milwaukee
to see Maxine's sister, and
family, Mr. and Mrs. James
Peete . . . then on to Morris,
Minnesota to look in on Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Parker. From
there a leisurely trip into
Canada will take them down
to Niagara Falls before going
to New York City to see Max-
ine's aunt, and uncle, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Scott. They will
return to Memphis by way of
Washington and Williamsburg
. . all this adding up to a
grand tour of the Mid-west
and eastern half of the U.S.
DR. AND MRS. DEARIE
KING of Louisville. Ky., and
heir three children have been
he guests of Dr. King's sister,
Mrs. Genethia Williams. Dr.
King, outstanding Baptist
minister and public speaker is
graduate of LeMoyne Col-
tesies by members of the CURRIE ha
ve recently moved
American Consulate and a so_ into their home on 
South Park-
cial event given by the British way East, and 
there was quite
Consul. All this, naturally, will a stir at the mans
e last Sun'
be the essence of the interest.! day when 
several busloads of
ing travelogue this well-known parishioner
s and friends from
scribe will relate when she re_ his church,
 First Baptist of
turns via the Orient. Brownsville
, Tenn., decided to
FROM NEW HAVEN 
drive down and shower Rev.
CONN., ERMA LEE LAWS
Currie and his wife, Mildred
sends word that she's enjoying
and little daughter. Carla. were Mrs. Morgan's sister,
the New England scene in- Headed 
by Memphis' own Mrs. Fannie M. Robinson Mrs.
AKA's Beta Tau
To Give Back ,
To School Hop ,
Beta Tau chapter of Alpha]
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., is
resenting a "Back to School
Swing" at Curries Club Trop-
icana on the night of Friday,
Aug. 23, from 10 'til 2.
Beta Tau is the undergrad-
uate chapter of LeMoyne Col-
lege. Tickets to the dance are
$1.25 in advance and $1.35 at
the door.
Miss Louvenia Clayton is
basileus of the chapter which




Mrs. Willie F. Taylor, home
demonstration agent of Gre-
nada County, Miss., will de-
liver the principal address
when annual Women's Day
is observed at the Greater
Open Doer Baptist church
at 1537 Florida st. on Sunday,
Aug. 11. The program will
start at 3 p m.
The regular morning ad-
dress that morning will be
given by Mrs. Ada Patterson,
a member of the church. By
A pre-am-ILK-1 Woman's Day 
MRS. ADDLE GRIFFIN OWEN
injunction against demonstra-
tions "designed to upset the
peace and tranquility of the
community."
program will be given at the In mid-July, 34 members of
church on Friday night, start- the Young Women's Christian
ng at 8, and will feature Association spent eight delight-
Mother Peaqie Moore, of ful days motoring over the
Progressive Baptist church, in highways of the eastern section
a short talk, and guest choirs, of our country. Approximate'
Mrs. Florence D. Allen is 2400 miles we covered high-
chairlady of the observance, lands of scenic magnificence
Mrs. Katie Clayborn, publicity and an array of charming
chairman, and Rev. E. Stever- somnolent towns and bustling
son pastor V the church, modern cities. Crossing the Potomac River
We began our tour on July to view the Iwo Jima Memori-
No Time For Va. Pickets,13 early on a cool cloudy morn- al, we journeyed on to stop
.ing. A two hundred-mile drive and witness the Change of
DANVILLE, Va. — (UPI) — due east brought us to Nash- Guards at the tomb of the Un-
Corporations Court Judge A. ville for a lunch stop and a known Soldier. A visit to the
M. Aiken made permanent an tbrief tour of the Upper Room Smithsonian Institute was
Publishing House and Chapel thrilling as the ladies viewed
with its world famed wood the actual space capsules used
carving copy of Leonardo De- by Captains Glenn and Shep-
pard; Lindburgh's Spirit of St.
Louis; dresses worn by all the
First Ladies of the Land in-
cluding the present one, Mrs.
Kennedy; collections in gems,
fossils, geology and zoology.
Other tours included a visit
to the Library of Congress; the
Ford theater where Lincoln
was assassinated and an exhib-
it of such items as the pistol
used by tne assassin, the flag
Louise Ervin, Mrs. Nancy Giv-
ands, Mrs. Levina Jones, Mrs.




After a thrilling bus tour to points of interest in the East,
these members of the Sarah H. Brown branch of the YWCA
have returned home with exciting accounts of the tour.
Among those here who made the journey are Mrs. Ger-
trude Armstrong, Mrs. Pocahontas Boykins, Mrs. Myrtle
Bailey, Mrs. Dorothy R. Barnes, Mrs. Estelle Campbell,
Miss Annie Cargill, Miss Cora Lee Cleaves, Mrs. Blondell
Cross, Miss Irene J. Gleenden, Mrs. Juanita Grandberry,
Mrs. Edith Griffin, Mrs. Aizora Haste. Mrs. Melba H.
TOUR IN EAST
Hudson, Mrs. Ida Lee Jackson, Mrs. Beatrice Johnson,
Miss Rosa N. Murrell, Mrs. Anna Jones, Mrs. Willie
Pegues, Mrs. Helen Mae Perkins, Mrs. Lettle Porter, Mrs.
Martha Price, Mrs. Sarah Price, Mrs. Irene A. Sanders,
Mrs. Beulah Sanifer, Mrs. Rosie Lee Walker, Mrs. Lottie
Waller, Mrs. Ruth Weed, Mrs. Mary Williams, Mrs. Mary
Wilson and Mrs. Addle Owen, director of the branch.
The YWCA plans annual tours in the U.S. and overseas.
— Withers Photo)
34 YWCA Members Return Home
From 8-Day Bus Tour In East
Vinci's "Last Supper." and a
view of the World Fellowship
stained glass window.
After a quick glimpse of the
Capitol and the Hermitage, we
went to Knoxville for an over-
night stay at the Farragut Ho-
tel.
From there we traveled to
Charlottesville, Va., where we
toured Monticello, the home
of Thomas Jefferson. The house
is one of the classic examples which tripped him and books
of American architecture. It islfrom Lincoln's Law Library. A
a three-story building of 35 trip to the top of the Washing-
rooms including 12 in the base- ton Monument, modeled after
ment. The dominating feature
is the dome which commands
the garden.
IN ANNAPOLIS
Evening found us approach-
ing the nation's capital and
here we checked in at the An-
napolis Hotel for two nights.!
After dinner we had time 
to
visit relatives and friends liv-
ing in Washington.
Following an early breakfast,
we went sightseeing. Our first
stop was Lincoln Memorial.
The memorial is neither tem-
ple, palace, nor tomb, but ha,.
something of each in it. The.
Enterprise and PERLINE Luke was given the 
biggest ERS will be the Women's Day 
seated Lincoln represents him]
MONTGOMERY of 1338 Rich- Memphis hero parade in 
1945, h ad to foot 
it is 19 feet high.
as the war President. From
mond. In Los Angeles they1down Main Street, 
given a key1speake1 
at Zion Hill CME sceulptured in Georgia white
have renewed their friendships'to the city, followi
ng his out-
Church on Macon Road on
Sunday, August 11. The theme 
marble and rests on a pedestal
for the occasion is "The 
Chal-.of Tennessee marble. Two huge
lenge of a Christian Woman' s
,inscribed stone tablets are also
Charge in an Integrating 
i found in the building. One 
is
World." 
1Lincoln's Second Inaugural ad-
Miss Carruthers is a native 
dress and the other is the
of Arlington, where she grad-
uated from Barret's Chapel
_ high school. She is also a grad-
Los Angeles, Santa Monica, serve another year 
before re 
ua
the panorama view of the Pa- tiring from the job. 
Lavernete of LeMoyne College. and.
cific, Will Rogers State Park, and the children will rem
ain
and finally Disneyland, where in Memphis at their 
home at
—te their amazement — adults 1721 Greenview Circle in 
Ev-
outnumbered children three to ergreen Gardens.
one. Then too, there was 
• • •
1
Knott's Berry Farm, and Ma- MRS. ROSIE MORGAN en
-582 Vance Ave.
1
rineland on their agenda. tertained with a luncheon in t
They will return to Mem- honor of Mrs. Nancy Lorine 1
phis eary this month, via The Sims who is visiting her mo-t
Grand Canyon and the Painted ther and sister, Mrs. Ressie'
Desert which they by-passed Wright and Mrs. Nancy Giv-
on their way out. ands, from Los Angeles.
,MAXINE AND EDWARD Other guests attending the
DRIVER left on an extended smart luncheon which oomph-
trip which will take them first mented the California visitor
- -
i the Great Lighthouse of ancient
Alexander, Egypt, for a never
to be forgotten view of the City
for over 20 miles.
TO PHILADELPHIA
As we left Washington early
the next morning, we took cat-
naps on the air conditioned
bus before our two-hour stop
in Philadelphia. We went to
join the oher tourists in In-
dependence Square, the scene
of the adoption of the Declara-
tion Independence, the meeting
place of the Continental Con-
gress and the Constitutional
Convention of 1787, and the
seat of the government of the
United States from 1790 to
1800.
We to the restored
buildings, Independence Hall,
sat in the Congress Hall, and
join the other tourists in In'
Bell. Then we rode down the
narrow streets to stop at the
Betsy Ross House to make a
tour of the quaint little house
which was the birthplace of
"Old Glory." Here we pur-
chased tiny replicas of our first
flag.
Arriving in New York City
in the early afternoon we
checked into the Hotel New
Yorker, a famous landmark on
the Manhattan Skyline. Its lo-
cation near the world's largest
standing feats and decorations
as a member of the 99th Pur-













She is a teacher at Melrose
elementary school and the co-
owner of Carsla's Boutique at
Gettysburg Address.
We left this memorial and
stopped at the one of Thomas
Jefferson. It carries inscriptions
giving his views of liberty and
democracy. It contains 4' stat-
ure of Jefferson standing.
GUIDED TOUR
To be in Washington and not
take the personally conducted
tour through the Capitol Build-













SERVICE 726 E. hicLEMOREWH 8-8121
FACTORY AUTHORIZED —












ing, including a view of Con-
gress while in session in un-
thinkable; so we' did. We visit-
ed the Archives Building to
see the originals of the Declar-
ation of Independence, the
Constitution and Bill of Rights.
We had a conducted tour
through the Bureau of Engrav-
ing and Printing where U. S.
stamps and paper money are
printed.
CLOSE OUTS - CONVERTIBLES
1959 BUICK CONVERT. — $1595.00
ELECTRA 225
Truly A Dream - Full Power -
Everything Plus Factory, Air Condition
BANK FINANCING I! I
1959 OLDS. 88 CONVERT. — $1295.00
Solid White, Red & White Interior, Full Power
New Black Shark Skin (Top)
IT'S READY ! ! ! !
1961 FORD CONVERT. — $1695.00
Full Power, Full Leather Interior
Like New Bumper to Bumper & a Steal

















2-18-1-2516 POPLAR GL 8-8520
Mid-South's Largest Used Car Mart




1Pa. March For Equality
I HARRISBURG, Pa. — (UPI)
1— About 600 hymn - singing
Negroes marched through
Pennsylvania's capital city in
peaceful demonstration for




Rub off like Magic
Thousands of sufferer, from laming corns,
calluses, and common warts now report
astonishing results with an amazing new
formulation that rubs them off pzinleuly
y.afely without danger of infection from
cutting, acids or abrasives. Secret is a
wonder-working medicated creme called
DERMA-SOFT that softens and dissolves
hose tormenting, hard to remove growths
no that they nib right off, leaving skin sissy
mooch and soft. So don't suffer another





shopping center in the heart, •
of Manhattan guaranteed to be;:
within easy access to all places]
of interest to sightseers anal
shoppers.
NEW YORK CITY
After dinner we walked to
the Empire State building to
view New York at night from'
atop. It is not only the highest
building in the world, it is also,
one of the most beautiful. From1
the observatory level, 1250 feet,]
the panoramic view of the city
is spread out in all its splen-
dor.
The tour the following day
showed the YWCA travelers
New York City, from the Bat-
tery and Statue of Liberty on
the southern tip of Manhattan
all the way up north to Grant's
Tomb and Harlem. We saw
Central Park, Columbia Uni- •
versity, Times Square, Herald •
Square, Madison Square; •
Rockefeller Center, Lower
East Side and the Brooklyn :
Bridge. We took an escorted
walking tour of Chinatown and, •
shopped, the Cathedral of St. 1 le
John the Divine, waterfront! •
view of the New York harbor!:
and Statue of Liberty, and].
Grant's Tomb.
That evening we went to a•
live TV show, "The Price Is.:
Right," which was taped and a
shown the following Friday. •
We toppled like beat gold- •
miners into our beds to rest a $11




















THE AUTHENTIC DIMENSION •
& BEAUTY of CERAMIC TILE N
IDEAL FOR BATHROOMS
EXCELLENT FOR KITCHENS N
EASY AS A-B-C TO APPL/ •
• PEEL SACKING ... El
• PLACE ON SURFACE X
IT'S SELF-STICKING

















Permanently Moth Proof Carpet
With Pad And Installation
$6.99
FREE! FREE! FREE!
40 Square Yards of Carpeting
Complete With Pad & Installation
Come and Register
FREE ESTIMATES
& IN THE HOME SHOPPING
1422 AIRWAYS BLVD. 327-4101
.11JGITST SALE . .
Entire Stock Reduced
(Fair-Trade Items Only eireludrdi
_ 








/00 Milen of Memphit0
STORE HOURS
Daily, 8:30 A.M. 'til 5:30 P.M.
THURSDAYS, 8:30 A.M. ttII 9 P.M.
Customers
Parking






1359 Madison (at Crosstown) 3R 5-8124
























































































































Believe it or not, summer
vacation is just about to come
to an end with just a few weeks
thur David, department of re-
ligion.
BIRTHDAY SURPRISE
A surprise it was when Mrs.
Ernest Carter entertained her
left to get the best of that sum- husband with a birthday party
mer sun and delightful fresh on Monday evening. With
air. Travelers are still on the house guest from Detroit, Mrs.
go and will be I'm sure until Carter's mother, Dr. Carter
Labor Day rolls around, had no idea the party was in
In town for a brief visit his honor. After all the guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reid, arrived on the lovely back
she the former Miss Lillian lawn, the Happy Birthday
Menzies. They spent a greater tune was sung as Mrs. Carter
part of their vacation in Lex- appeared with a beautiful dec-
ington, Tenn., with Mrs. Men- orated cake. Many useful 
sur-
zies' parents. They departed prises were received by the
for Chicago last week in time honoree.
for Mr. Reid to resume his Out-of-town guests 
present
duties in the Post Office. Mrs. were Mr. and Mrs. John 
Mc-
Reid is a teacher in the Chi- Cullen of Detroit, 
Thurston
cago Public School System. Lee of Chicago, and M
rs. Park-
Guests of Miss Johnnie Mur- er, mother of Dr. Carter, 
from
ray and her mother on Castle Detroit.
Heights last week were Miss Slipping the memory 
of
Murray's sister and family, Mr. many, Dr. Carter's twin 
sister,
and Mr. John McCullar and Mrs. Ernestyne 
Ramey, was
their four lovely children. there to help him 
celebrate al-
They reside in Detroit, Mich. so. It was good too to 
welcome
When Mrs. Cyril Porter and back to our city, Mrs.
 Marie
children returned home to Moore who is making 
her home
Cleveland, Ohio, they were ac- with Dr. and Mrs. W.
 R. Bell.
companied by her sister, Mrs. Off to Philadelphia, 
Pa., to
Vera Brooks and son, Ausie the National 
Dental Conven-
Bernard, as far as Villa Ridge, tion are Dr. and Mrs
. W. R.
Ill., where they all stopped to Bell and Dr. 
and Mrs. W. E.
visit an aunt. McKissace. We 
are hoping for
Thurston Lee, brother of them an exciting trip.
your scribe, left last Tuesday Mrs. Georgia 
Adkins has re-
for Chicago after spending a turned from 
Detroit after a de-
week in the Hub City. lightful visit 
with her nieces.
In Nashville last week at- Recent hous
e guests of Mrs.
tending the Institute on High- Emma Spann on 
Hale Street
er Education were Dr. C. A. were her 
grandaughter, Mr.
Kirkendoll, president of Lane June Thomas, 
along with her
college; Dr. Herman Stone, two sons. They 
now reside in
academic dean; and Rev. Ar- Doublin, Ga
32 Arrested In Fayette County
For 'Parading Without Permit'
SOMERVILLE, Tenn. --,
Thirty-two Negro students, all
members of the Fayette Coun-
ty Council for Christian Ac-
tion, were arrested this after-
noon for "parading without a l
permit" as they protested
against segregation of public
facilities here.
Walter Tillow, a field secre-
tary for the Student Non-vio-
lent Coordinating Committee,
reported that the 32 would




The students walked into
Somerville carrying signs jog Monday whites attacked
reading "Don't' Buy From a school bus carrying 
Negro
Segregation," "Freedom Now," children in Macon, Tenn., and
and "We Shall Overcome."
They were arrested for "vio-
lation" of a city ordinance
passed here July 23 prohibit-
ing singing, kneeling, or pa-
rading in the streets. The ordi-
nance also provides for a 10 Bobby Pin 0
p.m. curfew.
Adult supporters of the stli-
No more problems in open-
dent group, a SNCC affiliate, ing bobby pins. A new
 device
urged a "complete boycott" consists of a small rubber
of downtown businesses here suction cup equipped with a
in support of the students. An cadmium-plated eye-hook.
would continue to fill the
jails" until restaurants, drug-
stores, movie theatres, base-
ball parks and cafes served
everyone.
Tillow said that two white
supporters are on their thir-
teenth day of a hunger fast
in jail. Ralph Barber, 28, of
Kalamazoo, Mich., and David
Brown, 25, of Philadelphia,
Pa., were arrested here two
weeks ago.
Tillow reported that a 20-
year old Negro, Tommy Lee
Woods, was attacked at night
by whites on July 24, stripped
and left nude on a highway
near Somerville. The follow
broke the bus windows. No
charges have been pressed
against any of the white at-
tackers.
•
estimated 75 per cent of the
Negro community is already
boycotting the downtown area.
Student leaders vowed they prongs apart.
pener
Insert the long end of the
pin in and then force the




I NOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
_ 
Rich flavor at one.third the cost of cream when you cook
with double•rich Carnation Evaporated Milk. Cheese and
Nut Molds served with fresh fruit and hot biscuits or corn
bread make a wonderful quick•to-prepare hot weather
supper.
CHEESE AND NUT MOLDS
(Makes 8 to 8 servings)
1 package lemon flavored gelatin
Fruit cocktail syrup plus water
to make 1 cup
1 1/s cups well-drained fruit cocktail
1 cup cottage cheese
Dissolve gelatin In boiling syrup-
„ilk water mixture. Cool. Add fruit
w cocktail, cottage cheese, apples,DUG and lemon juice. Mix well.
Stir in Carnation. Spoon into
ROSALIE
SCOTT
If, cup chopped unpeeled apples
IA cup chopped nuts
1/4 cup lemon juice
1 cup undiluted CARNATION
EVAF.../RATED MILK
individual molds. Chill in refrig-
erator until firm, about 2 hours.
Ljnmold and serve on salad
greens garnished with fruiL
THE WEDDING PARTY
The wedding party — poising outside the
Golden Leaf Baptist church immediately
after they were married are Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony Gray, center. Standing in front
are the flower girls, little Misses Ronda
and Lone Lambert and Richard Leaks, the
Anthony Gary Claims Bride
In Ceremony At Golden Leaf
Miss Garr. It Gillespie and
Anthony Gray of Arlington,
Tenn., exchanged vows in the
sanctuary of Golden Leaf Bap'
list church on Sunday. Jul)
21, with tl,e pastor, Rev. A. L.
Hamblin, officiating.
The bride is the daughter
of the Rev. and Mrs. Ernes'
Gillespie of 1083 Demar. The
groom's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Fdward Gray of Arling-
ton, Tenn. his father is the
principal of Shadowlawn
school.
The brides gown Was a
sweepiog taffeta floor-length
with white alencon lace bod-
ice and SCE Doped neckline
and Alencan lace back ruffles.
The gown was set off with
seed pearls and sequins. She
wore matchirg head-dress and
white linen shoes.
Her bouquet was a single
white orchid with seed
pearls and white satin rib-
bon, which she carried on e
white Bible.
Miss Cora Lambert was
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
included Ws. Bertha Jones
and M.ss Annie Reese Smith.
Eugene Pugh was best man,
and Sam Montgomery and
Melvin Shaw were ushers. Lit-
52 Marchers
Arrested Here
CLARKSDALE, Miss. — Re-
sumption of mass protest here
resulted in 52 arrests July 30.
The action was an attempted
march on City Hall to drama-
tize demands for lunch counter
desegregation, fair employ-
ment and establishment of a
bi-racial committee. It was
jointly sponsored by CORE
and NAACP.
Like in a similar demonstra-
tion two months ago in which
37 were arrested, the 52
marchers were charged with
parading without a permit
Police Chief Ben Collins had
refused to grant a permit.
ringbearer. Bridesmaids are Mrs. Bertha
Jones and Miss Annie Reese Smith, Miss
Cora Lambert is maid of honor. Eugene
Pugh Is best man and Sam Montgomery
and Melvin Shaw the ushers. (Withers
Photo).
le Misses Ronda and Loycl.
Lambert were flower girls and
Richard Leaqs, Jr., ringbear-
cr.
Present at the wedding were
the families of both bride and
groom. Rev and Mrs. A. Mc-
Ewen Williams and a host of
other relatives and friends to
witness the double ring cere-
mony.
THE RECEPTION
A receetien following the
wedding sees given in the
church dining hall, where
numercus gilts were display-
ed.
HOStCSSuS at the reception
were Mrs Stella Hall and
Mrs. 'della Manning, the
bride's cousin. Gifts were re-
ceived by Mrs. Dorothy Pugh,






The Memphis and Shelby
county Chapter of CORE has
requested of local law-makers
and the state's governor to
declare Aug. 28, "Freedom
Day.” The request was made
in a letter dispatched last
week. The Aug. 28th date has
been set by National Negro
leaders for the "March on
Washington."
Letters were sent to Gov.
Frank Clement, Mayor Hem,
Loeb, Memphis City Commis-
sioners as well as all of the
Shelby County Commissioners.
Managers of International
Harvester, Kellogg and Fire-
stone were sent letters re-
questing that employees be
given Aug. 28 off from their
jobs to celebrate "Freedom
Day," said Rev. James E.
Smith, field secretary of the
local CORE chapter. The let-
ter was signed by the secere-
tary, Joseph McDonald, and
the president, 0. Z. Evers.
298 NEW
IN STOCK to choose from
50,000
MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY





WITH rush Sutton Beater, Electric WIpt4s, 
Directintial
rirmSignals, Torsinnaire
 Rid iternor, Arai-Freese.
CHUCK HU ON Co.
”43 YEARS WIl'H DODGE"




PINE BLUFF, Ark. — Mem-
bers of the Pine Bluff Move-
ment announced that five
movie theatres here have
agreed to accept customers
without regard to race.
Bill Hansen, a field secretary
for the Stpdent Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee
(SNCC), said the Saenger,
Pines Drive-in, Zebra Drive-
in, Malco and Community
theatres all had integrated by
today, July 29.
Hansen said 43 people were
arrested at the Saenger Thea-
tre in late May, when mem-
bers of the Pine Bluff Move-
ment staged stand-in demon-
strations there.
The SNCC worker also said
Pine Bluffs formerly white-
only park opened to Negroes
a month ago, and the city's
white-only swimming pool will
accept Negroes next spring.
Members of the Pine Bluff
Movement hace "sold" 925
poll taxes to Negroes in six
weeks. Arkansas registration
appplicatants have to purchase
a poll tax to get their names
on registration lists.
Hansen also said members
of the Pine Bluff Movement
had negotiated integration of
city schools here, beginning in
September. Grades one and
two will integrate this year,
and two grades a year after
that until all school levels are
integrated.
SNCC worker Hansen began
work here with students from
Arkansas A & M University.
When anti-segregation pro-
tests began, 15 were suspend-
ed from the state-run Negro
school. Eighth of those expell-
ed remained and formed the
core of the Pine Bluff Move-
ment, which grew out of at-
tacks against segregated lunch
counters.
Shrimp Awaitin'
Shrimp are canned in a mild
saline solution to protect tex-
ture and enhance flavor.' The
solution should be rinsed
away before using the shell-
fish.
For a firmer product, place
rinsed shrimp in an icy solu-
tion of water and 1/4 cup of
lemon juice for 30 to 35 min-





PINE BLUFF, Ark. — Three
students and a field secretary
for the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee re-
quired medical attention here
yesterday after they were at-
tacked by whites throwing
amonia and bottles at them.
The students, members of the
Pine Bluff Movement, had
teen staging a sit-in at Mc-
Donald's restaurant, a drive-
in hamburger stand, wheti the
violence occurred.
Bill Hansen, director of
SNCC's Arkansas project, said
that 25 Negro students sat-in
at the restaurant yesterday in
the fourth successive day of
demonstrations. They brought
blankets and books and sat
in the glass-walled inside cu-
bicle for four hours.
About 60 whites gathered at
the door of the restaurant,
Hansen said, and began throw-
ing ammonia inside. The res-
taurant's manager, Mr. Knight,
threw cokes ,ice and water on
the students also. As police
watched from across the street,
whites continued to throw
ammonia and acid. One Ark-
ansas A & M student said his
handkerchief ..was "eaten up"
after he wiped a substance
from his face.
When the students left the
restaurant and were walking
to the parking lot, Hansen
said, the "whites moved in.
James Jones, a SNCC field sec-
retary, was knocked out by a
flying bottle, Helen Rogens,
15, had a knife thrown at her,
a beer can hit Carolyn Hall,
14, on her foot." Hansen said
he was knocked down and in-
advertently fell on Beatrice
Burns, 16. All four required
medical attention.
Hansen said the whites were
"egged on" by L. D. Poynter,
head of the Pine Bluff branch
of the White Citizens Council.
He said he would protest the
lack of police protection to the
F.B.I., local police authorities,







Fishing in the creek, loung-
ing in the shade, or canning in
the kitchen, while others eith-
er leave on vacations or enjoy
the fellowship of visiting rela-
tives and friends. Many are
reaping the benefits of well-
cared for gardens, by filling
their freezers and preserving
the fruit, while others still
hit the clock for a day's pay.
Those who have beautiful
flowers in their year& are vie-
ing for the plaque that is given
each month to the most beauti-
ful and well kept yard. This
is a project of the Gloxinia
Art and Garden Club, and
citizens in every section of the
city are repsonding with pret-
ty yards, however small. This
effort is well worth the time
and energy taken for the proj•
ect, fol all over Humboldt may
be seen flowers of various
types, well arranged.
The reward this time goes
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Cox
on Maple Street for first place,
with honorable mention going
to Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Mance
on Etheridge Street and Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Robinson on
Craddock. Club honors go to
Mrs. Earline Croom on Mac-
lin Street, and Miss Lila
Northcross on 12th Avenue.
Judges were, Mesdames Jewel
Ridley, 011ie Farmer and Lou-
ise Cooper.
The time has come to pull
out dead flowers and shrubs
to give full sway to those that
will be ready for fall. Work
on your most beautiful potted
plants and let us exhibit them
at the annual fall Flower show
that WILL BE COMING UP
SOON. We will list your name
the kind of flower and what-
ever details you would like
mentioned at this show. It will
he a community show for
flower lovers.
VISITORS
Visiting the Tuggles on 12th
Avenue is her sister Mrs. Ma-
ry Laster and daughter Rob-
erta from Saltillo, Tennessee.
Prof. Tuggle motored to Dal-
las to the teacher's meeting.
Floyd Lacey paid a short
visit to his home last week.
He is working in Louisville
while attending the Southern
Baptist Seminary. While here
he delivered the morning see-
mon at his church, St. James
Baptist.
The second "annual cool
cruise" down the Mississippi
on the Memphis Queen, spon-
sored by the members of
Trinity CME church, Sundayj
School 650 Wells St., has been '
set for 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
Aug. 8, announces Miss Mag-
gie L. McDowell, public rela-
tion director for the project.
Tickets are on sale at the
church. Home deliver will be
made for as few as three tick-
ets. Call 523-1024.
Mrs. Katie R. Burchett is
in charge of arrangements.
Roscoe McWilliams is super-
intendent of the Sunday




Ward Chapel AME church,
1225 S. Parkway East, has
made plans to hold dedicatory
services for its new Hammond
organ, announces the chair-
man of the affair, Mrs. Bobett
Baker.
A musical program will pro-
ceed the dedication. It is sche-
duled to start at 3 p.m. on Sun-
day, Aug. 11. Rev. R. L. McRae
the pastor will officiate at the
dedicatory services.
THE COLLECTOR'S DEN
Memphis 1st Gun and Coin Shop
903 South Cooper St.
276-7571
We buy: Guns - all types, old, new any
condition, also parts. U. S. and Foreign
Coins; Gold Coins; Swords; War Relics,
Expert Gunsmithing - Re-building and Nickling
See Us Before Buying - Trading - Selling
BAR-B-Q





.2250 Perk A  Item
Aimsys Center
Don't forget the recital
scheduled at Morning Star
next Sunday the 11th of Aug.
Much preparation is being
made to present an unusual
program by an unusual artist,
Miss Mary Rose Rodgers of
Trenton. Gibson Coundians
are responding to this tribute
to this brilliant young artist,
as the faculty and student
body as well as friends list
their names on the patron's
list for the occasion, from
Milan and Trenton.
We hope Humboldt will
show its colors too. She is ours
and we must help in the push
at sending her skyward. She
is worth anybody's intereet.
Let's crowd Morning Star. It •
could be some of yours, sothe-
day. Who knows?
Test To Be Given
For High School
Diploma Aug. 12-14
Persons 17 years of age or
older may qualify for The
equivalent of a high school
diploma ty successfully paw
ing a General Educational De-
velopment Test, announces A.
D. Miller, principal of Booker
T. Washington Evening school.
The test will be given at
Booker T. Washington high
school at 5.30 p.m. Aug. 12-
13-14.
The' following requirements
are necessary to take the test.
(1) Be 17 years of age or
older.
(2) Show proof of age (birth
certificate or some other ac-
ceptable proof).
(3) Applicants must be pres-
ent the three days above mmss
tioned evenings to complete
the test.
(4) Applicants must pay a
fee of $4.
Persons 21 years of age or
over may qualify for the equi-
valency of the diploma, said
Miller.
Judge's Sentence .•
AMARILLO, Tex. — (UPI)
— Corporation Court J u dg e
Connally Lockhart sentenced a
15-year-old traffic violator to a
spanking, then watched .ap-
provingly as the boy's tater





The Only Complete Food Center
OPEN
6:00 A.M. Til 12:00 P.M.
Complete Lines Of
GROCERIES - COSMETICS - VEGETABLES
MEATS - BABY FOODS And
MOTOR OIL For The CAR
Come In At Any Hour For Our
Courteous Service
Plenty Of Parking Space
The Doors Are Open Seven (7) Days A Week
Follow This Advertisement Weekly For
GRAND OPENING





IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
MIRACLES. MOTHER CHRISTIAN HAS HELPED
MANY IN THIS TRI-STATE AREA AND GUAR-
ANTEES' TO HELP YOU, FOR WHATEVER
YOUR PROBLEM MAY BE. SUCH AS LOVE,
MARRIAGE, COURTSHIP, BUSINESS.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN YOUR HOME, SHE
REMOVES EVIL INFLUENCE, BAD LUCK,
RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES. MOTHER
CHRISTIAN IS A GOD GIFTED FELIGIOLJS
INDIAN WOMAN. REMEMBER IF THERE 19
GOD'S HELP ON EARTH, BY THE TOUCH OF
HER HAND, POWER OF GOD, WHAT YOUR.
EYES SEE, YOUR HEART MUST BELIEVE.'
SHE ALSO GIVES LUCKY DAYS, LUCKY
NUMBERS. PLEASE DON'T CONFUSE HE
WITH ANYONE ELSE YOU HAVE VISITED.'
ASK ANYONE ABOUT MOTHER C'HRISTIAN.
LOCATED A SHORT DRIVE FROM MEMPHIS.
5 MILES NORTH OF MILLINGTON, TENN. ON
HIGHWAY 51, CALL TE 7-6818 AT MUNFORD,
TENN.. NO CHARGE, DONATION ONLY.
WATCH FOR SIGN WITH RED CROSS.
Rt. 2, Box 283, .Atoka, Tenn.
I
DON'T ComE
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THERE5 NO !SETTER CHARM
'NAN THAT.' AWE SURE )0VICE
ALWAYS MALKIN& UNDER A
NOIZ5E5140E!
THANK GOODNESS







IN HIS CLASS —
WATCH —







H IM AT THE DOOR-
I'M DOC'S ASSISTANT!







W.4/5-5 ThiEr vvelle.AC TSIOArE f, .4 5.A.I400W
//44.00,V,OVNG Ce/s(s 14//77,14v rAeS 77446-12P.-
I Doper Know ASou'r
AGVAR, 1YA NOT A
poc,ToR! puT IT00£-SN'T
SEEM PoS5IESLE HE
coLA-0 ØC our so
LoNG!
Woman With Children
Looking For Good Man
Dear Madam Chante.
I am a widow with wonder-
ful children. I am 29 years of
age, 5 feet 5 inches tall, weigh
145 pounds, and dark brown
complexion.
I would like to meet a neat
single intelligent man with
marriage in mind. He must
be sincere, between the ages
of 33 and 40, and 5 feet 9
inches to 6 feet 2 inches tall.
He should be affectionate, gen-
erous and a Christian at heart.
Lois Mabry




I am seeking a woman who
is a Christian, sincere, honest
and faithful and who wants
to get married.
I am 49 years of age and
5 feet 4 inches tall. I an, a
steady working man and a
widower.
Please do not write unless
sincere.
Lee Hunt




I am very lonely and look-
ing for a true wife. She
should be between the ages
of 21 and 31 and live in or
around Memphis.
I am 30 years of age, 5 feet
7 inches tall and weigh 155
pounds. I belong to the Bap-
tist Church and do not smoke















I would like to correspond
with male pen-pals between






I am interested in corre-
sponding with either male or
female pen-pals.
I am 24 years of age, 5 feet
9 inches tall and weigh 140






I am very lonely and would
like to correspond with gentle-
men between the ages of 49







I am a Jamaican young lady
who wishes to cerrespond with
an American gentleman.
I am 23 years of age, 5 feet
3 inches tall and dark brown
complected. My occupation is
dressmaking. I would like to
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I am 27 years of age, me-
dium brown complected and 5
feet 51/2 inches tall.
I am planning on corning to
Chicago around the miciale of
August and would like to cor-
respond with men from there
beiween the age: of 27 .nd 40.
Ilease send photo in first let-










I would like to hear from
young women all over the
world. They should be be-
tween the ages of 21 and 40.
Race and color does not matl
ter.
I am 35 years old, brown
skinned, 5 feet 41/2 inches ttall
and weigh 148 pounds. I like
to cook, sew, baseball, sports,
dancing and music. I will ex-
change photos and answer all
letters,
George Nance
230 East 25th St.
New York 10, N. Y.
OF COURSE; THEY KNOW IT'S EASIER Til
--f 
l
STEAL i-tAt.4-11-40.1K! THEY'LL PESTER,
HOUND AND TORTURE HIM! ,,_...--
‘64/6S/E DOOMED PoPEvE
BUT ONE DEAD SAILOR
IS BETTER THAN TWO DEAD
SciENTISTB , 
HOW, WHO WOULD SEND




















































































































BLUE RIBBON CLINIC crusading Coach of Loyola's
Lectures by Dan Devine of MCAA championship basket-
Missouri, George Ireland of,ball team, was assigned more
Loyola of Chicago and Stan
Wright of Texas Southern
highlighted Tennessee A &
State University's fifth annual
Blue Ribbon Coaching Clinic
time than any other clinician.
Coming to Nashville from a
clinic in North Carolina that
he frequently referred to dur-
ing his two days on the plat-
held four days last week on from to help bring out his
the A & I campus.
The clinic also afforded the
•
first exposure of John Merrit
and his new football coaching
staff at State. Merrit took over
the head coaching duties after
7sading Jackson State to an
Orange Blossom Classic win
over Florida A & M last win-
ter.
Other football .clinicians in-
cluded George "ChubLy" James
of Howard High in Chattanoo-
ga, Tennessee and Jack Green
of Vanderbilt. Harold Hunter
of Tennessee State, Cornelius
Ridley of local Pearl High and
Ireland led the basketball seg-
ment while famed Ed Temple,
women's head track coach at
the host University, and
Wright closed out the sessions
Saturday .,with track informa-
tion.
DAN DEVINE OPENS
A jolly sometimes faceteous
Devine got the clinic underway
aim f ter athletic director Howard
MO'entry, still recuperating from
being hospitalized with a knee
operation, welcomed the visit-
ing coaches.
Soft spoken and easy going
Devine emphasizes simplicity
as his simple pattern for sue-
CC SC.
"We run, basically, three
plays at Missouri. All three
are sweeps and are either to
the left or right depending on
the situation. We try to make
our offense and defense as
simple as possible in order to
cut down on mistakes."
"The more complex the of-
fense and defense, the more
mistakes. At least that is our
belief."
Devine said he got a big kick
out of the way his team's 14-10
Bluebonnet Bowel victory over
Georgia Tech appeared in the
papers. Catching a plane im-
mediately after the game for
Algal, Francisco where he was
Wne of the East - West game
coachn, Devine was amazed
when he read that Missouri
had upset Georgia Tech with
new offense.
"Heck we didn't use a new
offense. It's just that it work-
ed to perfection."
GRIFFIN AT KIRKSVILLE
Confronted about the prog-
ress of halfback Elbert Grif-
fin, former Melrose star, De-
vine said he had to be dropped
for scholastic difficulties, how-
ever, he would be able to con-
tinue his college work at Kirks-
ville, Missouri College. During
the film showing of the Blue-
bonnet Bowl game Devine
called to this columnist atten-
tion with a laugh when the
bench was caught whooping it
up after the long touchdown
run that proved the clincher.
He pointed out that the play




38 ALL SIZES a TYPES
Pickups, Panels, Tractors
Boon & Sorra Trucks




points, Ireland was scheduled,
for five and one-half hours;
plus the re:rration of Loyola's
overtime win over the Cincin-
nati Seamus.
Many may have felt that his
consistent mentioning of Leslie
Hunter and Vic Rouse was de-
signed to flattei Nashvillians
because both boys played at
Pearl High. That certainly
wasn't the case, for the two
Tennesseans teamed with All-
American Jerry Harkness sup-
plied the fastbreaking Ramblers
with the bulk of their scoring.
It was Rouse who took a mis-
fired Hunter shot and stuffed
it for the winning basket in the
NCAA finals.
Ireland had nothing but
praise for his team made up
of four Negro starters. Some
places we werit they really
gave us the "business," related
Ireland. Our boys really have
a sense of humor.
It was apparent that the
Nashville stop on Ireland's
clinic tour was a good spot to
let off some steam about his
controversial team.
In North Carolina, Ireland
was told before 700 coaches
that he had a very colorful
team — obviously the reference
was to the color of their skin
as the group broke out in
laughter. Ireland was asked
many questions by coaches in
North Carolina who had no
dealing with Negro athletes.
"What do you do when one of
hem stinks?" Ireland was
asked. The same thing I do
when a white boy stinks."
In Houston, Ireland's squall
was really put through the
acid test. With the National
Anthem playing, he explained,
all tl bo f o kn w whatt e yo y o
type, yelled. "they got four
black bastards and an albino
for a coach." The boys turned,
and with a smile and in hep-
c a t phraseology remarked,
"skin me coach you're one of
us."
HAYES IN 9.0
Wright, whose Texas South-
ern cindermen have been bril-
liant with numerous victories
in relay races over the pass
two years, concluded his talk
by predicting that Bob -Hayes
of Florida A&M, who holds the
pending world record in the
100-yard dash at 9.1 seconds
would do nine flat before he
retires.
A firm believer that football
bangs up a track player, Wright
stated that the fleet Hayes ad-
mitted that he gets tired late
in the season.
Temple, with his former star
sprinter, Wilma Rudolph, look-
ing on, narrated a preview
showing of his Tigerbelles in
a training film.
Pay For 2nd Bath
LONDON — (UPI) — Mrs.
Barbara Ellis was awarded 84
by the British Railways as
compensation because smoke
from a locomotive covered her
infant son with black specks
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Citations for Safety were presented to two
men at the Memphis Army Depot, and
Judged to be the most safety-minded work-
ers and leaders are from left, James T. Pride,
leader. and Walter J. Cox, employe, re-
eeiiing awards from Valter J. Cox, deputy
director for warehousing. In addition to
the certificates, the two received cigarette
lighters embossed with green safety cross
and slogan, "Alert Today, Alive Tomorrow." •
Sonny Liston Faces New co'•;31c)jecttheNegroinmerialBut he said there has been
some improvement tin the cast-
ing of Negroes in -elavision se-
, r i etis eons; ver
,
ti?hre7pitdaesnt
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Challenger,
The brand new words of
Sonny Liston and Teddy
Brenner indicate that big
Sonny may make his next
defense of the heavyweight
crown on a December night
in the same Las Vegas, Nev.,
ring wheie he cold - shocked
Floyd Patterson. July 22.
Sonny an' ounced in Phil-
adelphia that unless some tax-
relief arrangement with Uncle
Sam can be made in advance
of his prop• sod big - money
fight with Cassius Clay at
Philadelphia Municipal Stadi•
um, Sept. 3f, the Clay fight
must wait until next year.
But the champion stressed,
"I'm di finit• ,y making anoth•
—
Aggies Face Tough 10 In Football 7
GREENSBORO. N. C. --- The
AdiT College Aggies face a
tough, 10-game slate in the
upcoming 1963 football sea-
son.
In addition to 7-top confer
ence foes, considered about the
best in league circles. the Ag-
gies will have 'on their hands
the formidable Florida A&M
University Rattlere, last year's
leading scorer in the nation
among smaller colleges, the
Tennessee A&I State univer-
sity Tigers, always top con-
tenders in the Midwestern
Athletic Association, and the
Fort Eustis Wheels, a stand-
out military ii.
The schedule lists the fol-
lowing: Home — Shaw Uni-
versity. Oct. 5; Maryland State
College (homecoming), Oct. 19;
Winston - Salem State College,




NEW YORK --- (UPI) — Cr defense this year — against
Clay or somebody else."
He added •hat unless proper
tax arrangeinents are made
"I'm going tr New York about
Wednesday and talk to Teddy
Brenner .f Madison Square
Garden about fightin' some-
body else on home television."
Here in New York match
maker Bienner said: "I've
known about Sonny's tax
troubles xitn the Clay fight
for so-re time, and I've been
trying to arrange a good homc
television fight for him in
December "
Brenner explained he has
sought to schedule a challen-
gers' fight le tween contenders
Ernie Terre!) of Chicago and
Doug Jones of New York.
Jones is ra..ked second, be'
Memphis Youth ing As..eci,..ticn. Terrell is ratedhind Clay bs the World Box'
filth.
Brenner added however:
"Jones won't accept-the Ter-
rell fight that I wanted to
stage at the Garden, Sept. 20,
even though I offered Jones
$10,000. So — I guess that
leaves Terrell as the December
challenger."
Brenner explained also that
since the Garden was occupied
by other attractions in Decem-
ber, the Liston-Terrell fight
would be slated for Las Vegas,
if the match is made.
At Philadelphia when Liston
was told about the Terrell
suggestion, he said: "Can't they
get somebody else besides that
beanpole Terrell? I seen him
already on TV. He doesn't
fight. He just hangs on and
holds and holds."
Commenting on the tax dif-
ficulties of a Clay fight this
To Be Trained
As Air Police
LACKLAND AFB, Tex. —
Three Memphis, Tenn., men
have been selected to attend
the United States Air Force
technical training course for
T. J. HULL
air policemen at this Air Force
base.
The men, all of whom have
completed basic military train-
ing here, are:
H. M. ARNETT
Airman Herman M. Arnett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John W.
'Arnett of 768 Josephine st.;
















of Mrs. Lucy M. Hull of 2367
Brooklyn ave.;
Airman Robert L. Isaac, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Isaac Sr., of 967-F McDowell.
Airmen Arnett and Isaac at-
tended Booker T. Washington
High School and Airman Hull
is a former student at Melrose
High School
year. Liston emphasized: "1
don't want to wind up like
Joe Louis — a great fighter
and a great fellow -- who got
infis--alot of tax troubles with
the government and wound
up broke."
Sonny and some of his
friends had hoped to spread
taxes for a Clay fight over a
period of years by organizing
a fight-promoting corporation,
with Sonny president. But the
Pennsylvania State Athletic
Commission refused to permit —
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Southern leader Aaron Henry
said he would be in favor of
boycotting sponsors of tele-
vision shows which continue
Sonny to have any part of the
promotion of his own fight.
And, speaking of commis.
sions, matchmaker Brenner
said the Garden could do no
actual business with Liston
until he had obtained a fight-
er's license from the New
York State Athletic Commis-
sion — no matter in what
state the fight was held. Be-
cause of Sonny's generally
good conduct as champion no
great difficulty was expected
in getting the New York
license.
Using Telephone
To Call On Fish
Isn't Quite Legal
JACKSON, Tenn. — Tennes-
see Game and Fish Officers
Jerry Hall, Ripley. and Finis
Barnes, Memphis, who recent-
ly completed a scuba diving
course at the Millington Naval
Station have found it to be
very useful in their work.
On two separate occasions
in the past 90 days the officers
have recovered evidence need-
ed to obtain convictions for
violations of the Game and
Fish laws. A telephone gen-
erator (used to shock and kill
fish), was recovered from the
muddy waters of the Hatchie
River after it had been thrown
overboard by the violators as
the officers approached. An
illegal basket was recovered
from the Mississippi river
after if was thrown overboard
in a similar situation, except
the violators were removing
fish from the trap.
Charlie Hale of Osceola.
Ark., and Joe Mitchell Towes
of Manilla, Ark., forfeited a
$38 appearance bond each,
when they (ailed to show up
for trial in Judge Odean
Craig's court in Lauderdale
county. They were charged
with "fishing illegal equip-
ment" (slat basket).
In the telephone case, where
the officers were aided by
divers from the Millington
Naval Station in recovering
the shocking device, three men
paid fines for using an illegal
device to kill fish.
vancement of Colored People
(NAACP), dist:eiz:A0-1 alleged
racial discrimination in the :
entertainment iedeatry at a
news conference while here
for the Western ,Tonference of
the Teamsters 'Jniae.
i• Hew y said that tefore the
'past year, the role of the Ne-
gro or. television lisd been
large.: servile. He said he
would fa,or alte,int, scripts
to include a role 19, a Negro,
but citiohasizei that this






(SPECIAL) — Derrell Wilker-
son, a flame-throwing right-
handed pitcher from Grambling
College. has signed a $12,000
bonus contract with the Balti-
more Orioles.
Wilkerson was signed by vet-
eran' scout West Allis. He is
19.
The 6-2. •I92-pound athlete
was a star on the Grambling
team that advanced to the fi-
nals of the NAIA small-college
tournament in St. Joseph, Mo.,,
last month.
He completed his freshman
year at Grambling where he
was called "Stoneface" by
teammates because of his ser-
ious approach to the game.
Wilkerson is a native of Mil-
waukee, Wis.
He is the fourth member of
the 1963 Grambling nine to ink
a professional contract.
Earlier, Frank Garnet signed
for $30,000 with Washington,
versity, Nov. 9, and North Ca- (night game), Sept. 28; Nor-
rolina College, Nov. 28. 'folk State College (night game)
The away schedule lists: Oct. 12; Morgan State College,
Fort Eustis, Sept. 21; Tennes- Nov. 2. and Virginia State
see A&I State University ICollege, Nov. 18.
• RECEIVES CASH AWARD
Jesse A. Sinclair, right, lead warehouse foreman in the
Property Disposal Branch of the Memphis Army Depot,
was given a cash award of $150 for sustained performance
from June I, 1962 through May 31. 1963. and I. shown
here accepting certificate and award from Paul Mott,
chief of Port Command division. Sinclair was cited for
Initiative and knowledge of storing techniques and for




PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) Athletic Commission, said: "1
— Nearly continuous con-
ferences are expected to as-
sure by noon the Sonny Lis-
ton-Cassius Clay heavyweight
title fight for Philadelphia,
Sept. 30, Commissioner Alfred
M. Klein disclosed.
Attorney Klein, a member
am very optimistic that the va-
rious conferees will have ar-
rived at an acceptable con-
crete plan • by noon."
That plan must satisfy
Champion Liston's demands(
for minimum federal and state.
taxes and at the same time ‘•
be acceptable to the commis-
of the Pennsylvania State sion.
Miss. Vocational College Faces
ITTA BENA, Miss. --- Mis-
sissippi Vocational College's
'Athletic Director Douglas T.
Porter announces the 1963 nine
game football schedule, listing
the finest dish of home foot-
!ball games the college has had
in many moons. Jackson State,
Mississippi Industrial, Bishop,
Jarvis, and Arkansas AM&N
are home game foes which
should be appealing to fans.
MVC FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Home Games
Sept. 21 — Bishop college
(Band Day)
Sept. 28 -- Jackson State
Oct. 19 — Jarvis College
,(Parents Day)
Oct. 26 — Mississippi Industrial
(Homecoming & Letterman
Day)
Nov. 23 — Arkansas AM&N —
Greenville, Miss.
Nov. 2 — Rust
1Nov. 9 — Alcorn College
'Nov. 16 — Open 
ttCoach Porter has on hi
'staff: Backfield and Baseball
Coach John W. Dickerson, Line
Coach Robert A. Heard, and.
Track Coach C. R. Lackery
Who were members of the
1962 coaching staff.
In additibn, Basketbail
Coach and Scout Walter Browef
has been added. Coach Brown
comes from Voohees Junior
College, Demark, S. C. His
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Super flgorte. Snme with sir cone.
This le the time of the tem. wa start
selling our demonstreitors. Come tiny
while there', a good wsteetion.
-Memphis' curtest Chevrolet Dealer'
UNION
and Donald Welch and Jesse 
•
Jones signed with .the Chicago 
Away ,•HaVROLET CO. •
2209 !Amer 3244571
White Sox for undisclosed Oct. 5 — Alabama State 2139 Lamar 
324-31182
Oct. 12 -- Grambling
—
• 1 -MINUTE AUTOMATIC
Jacksoii will sing on Aug. 7 • II •
at a mas3 to mobilize 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
support tor Dayton CORE's •
fair employment campaign at •
Hike's Department S tor .? •
here.
Mahalia To Sing ....••••••••••..mumsumemen,
At Mass Rally
DAYTON. Ohio — Mahalia ▪ CAR WASH $
Recertly 13 of the pickets
were arrested when they en-
tered the st:;re to inform Cus-
tomers of the existing discrim-
inatory hiring policy. The lo-
cal rule has launched a
statew.de boycott of the Fed-
erated Der.rtment Stores,
with which Rikes is affiliated.
Countless Lizards
LISBON, Portugal — (UPI)
— Entroncamento, a town in
central Portugal, reported it has
been plagued by "countleis
thousands, if not millions" of
lizards.
$S EARN MORE $S
LEARN AIR CONDITIONING AND
REFRIGERATI ON SERVICING
PREPARE FOR A 1.111111 IOU IN JUST 3 MONTHS
NEW CLASS STARTS JULY 29
DON'T DELAY-APPLY NOW CLASS SIZE LIMITED
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS CALL JA 6-8052
KEEGAN SCHOOL - DIVISION OF
ALLIED TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
•
• SUMMER AVE. • CAR WASH
a 3100 Summer at Baltic s
911111••••••••••11•11••••••••••••11•111111e
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.






1048 Union BR 2-3431
YEAR END
CLEARANCE SALE
ON ALL NEW AND USED CARS
BIG SAVINGS — TREMENDOUS VALUES
1958 CHEV. WAGON 1957 FL500
$495.00 $395.00
1960 FALCON 1961 PLY. 4 DR.









'60 RAMBLER WAGON 1963 1-BIRD
$7,95.00 $3995.00
1958 EDSEL WAGON $595.00
LIBERAL FINANCING — LOW PAYMENT
Page 12
DEFZNDER
SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1963
and take him naked to jail,"
ice said Avon Rollins, Executive
James L. Manyafu, an agri-
Committee member of the
cultural worker from Tangan- 
Student Nonviolent Coordinat-
Yika, Africa, visitor to the of- 
ing Committee (SNCC).






Hawaiian club members were entertained at a p
arty given
by the Consolidated Distributors employees at th
e Flamin-
go Room recently. Above the queen of the club
, Miss Ida
Mae Adams, is receiving a symbol from Percy Ni
cholas. At
the left is Odell Claxton. Right is Mrs. Betty Bur
gess, Far-
nell Montgomery, James C. Martin and Mrs. Jer
dine Mar-
tin. Second row: Mrs. Frances Herron, Mrs. Rut
h Cottrell
and Bematis Williams. Third row: Miss 
Fannie Payne,
James Milligan, Miss Pauletta Beck, Mrs. MaItie
 Rice and
Mrs. Odessa !McKinney.
DETROIT - An agreement
Police Take Ministerdays was reached herecalling for 31 jobs within 90 tween the Kroger company
and Detroit CORE concerning
To Jail In robeBath employment at the company. T 
B .h
A joint announcement from
Ralph Rosenfeld, Detroit CORE
Chairman and 55 A Gifford
of Krogers, said that "The
Kroger company has hired two
Negro management trainees,
three Negro truck drivers!
and three Negroes at the cen-
tral office."
It stated that "within the
next 90 days Kroger will hire
three more Negro Manage- 1
ment Trainees, four more Ne-
groes in the central office, and
sixteen or more Negro store
employees." Continuation of
upgrading of Negroes was also
promise •
Detroit CORE has been ne-
gotiating for some time with
the Kroger Company and
they have picket lines at the
local store also. In accordance
with the agreement signed
this week, "CORE has agreed
to cease demonstrations and
cooperate with the Kroger
Company."
DANVILLE, Va. - The Rev.I
L. W. Chase, President of the,
Danville Christian Progressive,
Association (DCPA) was ar-
rested at about 4:00 a.m. on
July 29 when police kicked
in the storm door of his home,1
seized him, and took him to
jail bare-footed and in only
a bathrobe.
His arrest was part of the
aftermath of heightened anti-
segregation activity in Virgi-
nia on Sunday, July 28 when
80 persons were arrested in
Danville. Some 24 other Ne-
groes were arrested the same
day for tryingto worshipin
a white church in Farmville,
Va.
The Rev. Chase refused to
put on any clothes and went.
to court on July 29 dressed:
as tie was at tile time of hi s
arrest. "Danville police con-
African Visitor tinue to show their utter dis-
respect of human dignity when
From Tanganyika they grab a man from his bed
Visits TSD Oft
extension agent for Crittenden they were arrested and put
County, Ark. in waiting police vehicles and
Manyafu is the secretary 
of
a large van allegedly belong-
a group of 15 persons from ing to the city Public Works
Tanganyika who were sent to,Department. As the Chief of
the U. S. to study agricultural
Police 
threatened to have
extension methods for five newsmen who had gathered
months, for the announced D-Day put
He and his party arrived in in jail, the demonstrators were
June and were sent immedi-,charged with violating an in-
ately to Arkansas. Since then junction and an ordinance
they have been observing the passed earlier to curtail pro-
various crops in the state dur- test 
er on last Friday.
In the peaceful demonstra-
Accompanying
him was tion in Danville on July 28, 
Farmville. 
ThomasVaughn, agricultural 
demonstrators marched in '
two's to Main Street where
s.
ing the growing season. SNCC field secretary John
After ending his visit in Robert Zenner was arrested
Crittenden County, Manyafu one hour after the demonstra-
will go to Hot Springs for a tion on the same charge al-
Farm Bureau meeting and
then, with his group, go to
Purdue university in Indiana. 
They will then go to West 
Turner Talks
though witnesses stated that
he followed the marchers at
over 50 yards. Four other SN-
CC workers were arrested for
participating in the demonstra








Consolidated Distributors employees are
seen as they entertained for the Hawaiian
Social Club recently at the Flamingo
Room. Above, left-right are (seated) Percy
Nicholas and Odell Claxton. Standing are




vis of Chicago, chairman of .
the is Emancipation ;Apts.
ProclamaLion Centennial Com-
mission, deli:ered the invoca-
tion at the dedication of Lin-
coln's Heritage Trail in Lin-
coln's New Salem Park near
Petersburg.
The historic trail was dedi-
cated by Cg.vernor Otto Ker-
ner of illincis, during a cele-
bration in the village recon-
structed on the site of tho
town most mosely associated Autos
with P:esideht Abraham Lin-
coln's young manhood.
DISTRIBUTORS
James C. Martin and Phenix Greene, Jr.,
Bernard Carberry is general manager of
the Distributing company which handles
Old Crow, Gilbey's Gin and other national
advertised brands.
Former Ambassador
Returns To Run Store
CHICAGO - General Rich-
ard L. Jones former ambassa-
dor to Liberia and an alter-
nate deleghte to the Eleventh
General Assembly of the Unit-
ed Nations, has returned to
the South C'* Titer Department
store with which he was asso-
ciated for more than 23 years
as assistant to the president.
The anmuncement was
made jointly by S. B. Fuller
and John II. Sengstacke, lead-
ers of .1 group who last monto
purchased t he 35-year-old
landmark located at 417 E.
47th st.
General Jones' career of
Public service includes a pres-
idential appointment as U.S.
ambassador to the Republic
of Liberia frc,m 1955-59, serv-
ice in the U.S. Army from
1942-46 and service in the Illi-
nois Natior al Guard from
which he retired in 1953.
UN ALTERNATE
From October 1956 until
March 19L7, he was an alter-
nate delegate to the Eleventh
General Assembly to the UN
He has served as executive
vice president of the Victory
Mutual Life Insurance com-
pany. .
Both principals of the South
Center store are distinguished
businessmen community lead-
ers and publishers of widely
read newspapers.
Fuller is tie head of Fuller
Products, Inc., which he found-
ed in 1935 with just $25 and a
successful application of di-
rect selling techniques. He 13
also chaiimen of the board
and publisher of the Courier
newspaper chain.
Sengstacke is editor and
publisher of the Chicag.,
Daily Defender and president
of Defender Publications.
Ben Bella To Attend
UN General Assembly
DAKAlt, Senegal - (UPI) -
Algerian Premier Ahmed Bev
Bella has announced he will
attend the next United Na-
tions General Assembly, which
he said must be an African
session."
Ben Bella said he hopes
other Aft mar leaders will fol-
low him to New York "to





Running water was made avail-
able here recently. The town
with a population of about 500
has been incorporated about
54 years. D. V. Vinson said
that the source of the water is
a well.
Classified Ads . . .
For Rent Furn. For Sale
FURNISHED Hoold WI [H HA LH-
bath water & lights furnished Phone
Bit 5.7124.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
2 lge. unf urn. rms. for rent
WH 2.3937. call after 5 p.m.
ChIFITRNISIFIED ROOMS FOR RENT
2 Igo. unfurnished rooms for rent.
WH 2.4937. call after 5 p.m.
PRINTING SHOP FOR RENT
Fully 8S:quipped. Cylinder Preto: Two
.2) Job Presses. Call FA 7-5148 for
A good deal.
Integrated Grid
Newsmen were repeatedly. Team Wins Crown
blocked from viewing the de-
monstration and CBS and NBC
news representatives were
shoved by police. One camera-
man reported that his knuc-
kles were rapped while he
was filming the scene.
In other developments, six
Negroes, most of them stu-
dents from Virginia Union
University in Richmond, were
admitted to the Danville Holi-
day Inn but refused service.
Local SNCC worker Gladys
Giles reported that 342 Ne-
groes have been successfully
registered to vote since July
10.
' Arrests of 24 Negroes in
:Farmville resulted from their
!attempt to worship at the
Farmville Baptist Church
when the Board of Deacons
swore out a warrant for in-
terrupting and disturbing pub-
lic worship. Some Negroes
were successful in worshipping
in other white churches in
Virginia and the University To Civic Club
of Illinois.
VISIT WINROCK
Capt. Kenneth Turner, ex-
The 15 Tanganyikans will
ce utive director of Memphis
also visit the Winrock Farm 
Youth Guidance Commission
while in Arkansas and return 
addressed members of the 50th
this fall for the harvest sea-
Ward Civic club Monday, Aug.
5, at Riverview Christian
son. 
Manyafu, the father of four 
church. Also attending were
members of . junior civic club
children, attended the govern- which is sponsored by Mrs.
ment - sponsored Tabora Sec- Mary Williams, 200 W. Frank
ondary school in his country, St.
which was under the British
before it gained its independ-
ence on Dec. 28, 1961, with
Julius Nyere, a former teach-
er, as its first prime minister
He has since been elected
president.
Seattle, Washington
'Elegant English Erick some. To
n
.soned oreittige district. Four 
bed-
rooms. Full tiled basement. Pano
ramic
View. Two fireplaces. dourly. Plumb-
leg. 1Arge. beautifully landscape
d lot.
Lovely condition. Unusual view-
recrea-
tion room, walled in glass, wit
h pri-
vate entrance Ideal for entert
aining
or mibtile bairn.... use Coold 
socom•
moderate email group or two families --
-




1154 19th Ave. East. Phone
BANKRUPT &
LIQUIDATION CO.
- Furn. - Appliances -
• Equipment -
TERMS & BARGAINS
We buy, sell or Trade
Anything What's Legal
15 S. Cleveland - 278-0466
WASHINGTON - (UPI) -
Brackenridge High School of
San Antonio, which won the
Texas high school football
championship last year, prob-
ably was the most thoroughly
integrated team in the nation.
It included white boys, La-
tin-Americans and Negroes,
one of whom was Warren Mc-
Vay, half back and top run-
ner.
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems -
With a Small. Low Cost
Real Estate Loan














ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
'It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank''
ANG°[1- :\11'111
INCORPORATED
Call Us For Quick Confidential
Service For All Of Your Money
Problems
Phone 278.0580 17 So Cleveland
Between
Madison & UnionMemphis Tenn
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
BACK TO SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender 




Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington
 Street Memphis. Tennesee
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
For Sale
Spinet Piano for sale. Well sell in Dile
vicinity. A beautiful Spinet Piano. Full
SR note. walnut finish. Unpaid bal-
ance, $23.00 per month. Most have
good reference. If interested write to
Tri-State Defender Credit Manager.
Post Office Box 311, Memphie, Tenn.
FOR SALE
1953 Pontiac station wagon. in goad
running condition. Price $100.00. Tri-
State Defender JAckeon 6-8397.
1954 Chev., 210 powerglIde. extra
clean. $395.00 cash, after 5:30 p.m.,
please call - GI. 2-3273.
CADILLAC, - 55 bard top converti-
bles. power, air conditioned. Call JA 7.
8511. $495 cash or terms.
1954 Chevrolet 210 powerglide, extra
clean $350 cash or terms. Call after
5110 P.m. GI 2-327
3
$2 Dodge. four new Gres radio, good
bargain. Call 527-4761 or 526-5835
1956 Chev. Belaire 1 Sr.. NT..,.Blue,
V-8, Automatic. Radio, Heater, WSW.
Tire,. Sharp $595.00 or $33.80 per
Month. Banking Financing.
0. P. DONALD MOTOR CO.
426 Union Avenue
Phone 525-0326
1958 Plymouth Station Wagon Custom
built radio, and heater, V8 motor,
automatic transmission. See at 2026
Waverly. Call after 6 p.m. BR 6-433
7
1959 ('hev.. Impala 4 Sr. black &
white. V-8, S. Drive, R. H., W.W.T.,
Rank Financing. $995.00 or $43.08
Per month.








CALL. 272-1361 Or 274-6963
BUY BONDS
ONE BOOK CASE. BEI). COMPLETE
mattress and spring, one dresser.
2 chest of drawers.. one washing ma
.
chine. One dinette set, one sewin
g
machine. CALL BR 6 2370. 2152
Piedmont St.
For Sale Misc. Help Wanted
PACKARD /DORI'S - TAILOR MADE
No size too large or too small
also
Mason. Orthoreut, and Chas. Chester
Shoe Representative.
Call WH 2-4513 Bruce N. Boyd. Sr.
PRIVATE PARTY WOULD LIKE TO
gumbos, a borne bar in fair condi-
tion. Call JAeksion 8.8397.
REPOSSESSED HOUSEFUL
Pick up payments on 7 pc. living
room. I pc. dinette. Refrigerators.
film,. Just $15.11 mo. 1st note July
15th. Quality Fur. WH 8-3378. Open
to 8 p.m.
Sewing Machines. Special Singers 51:r
as low as $19.95. Lot, of other
makes and models to choose fron
t
Call 272-1361 - 2747-8963




CALI. 272-1361 or 274-896
3
Sewing Machines and Vacuum Clean
-
ern Special Reg $7.50 Service. Call &
Tune up for only $3.95. Coll
272-1361 - 274-8963
Vartmm Cleaners. Special priced from
$17.50 up. New &ad used. can
272-1361 - 274-8983 for free home
demonstration
For Sale Misc.
Prise winner, and winning &newer. to,
TONI JACKSON'S let Bible We
ANS.: The term "LORD'S DAY"
occurs In the New TESTAMENT once.
(REV. 1:101. In other New Teete-
went texts we are told that the day
of which Jesus le Lord. IN the Sab-
bath day. "The Son of Man is Lord
even of the Sabbath Day." Matt. 12:8.
Mark 2:28.
PRIZE WINNERS
I. Mrs. Mildred Clark $5.00
Memphis. Tenn.
2. Mrs. Magnolia Russell $4.00
Millington. Tenn.
3, Ellaebeth Slayton $2.50
Notasulga, Ala.
4. Mrs Henry Bond $2.00
Memphis, Tenn
5. Mitchell Rurnette $1.50
Dozier. Ala.
Entries are now being accented for
TOM JACKSON'S second BIBLE QUIZ.




5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 Cr. Ellendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime Mrs George
Gibbe. Jr.
FOR SALE
DEEP FREEZERS-S60.00 and OP
Phone WH 2.4332





ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale




You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call IA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St. A
Sewing Machines and Vacuum Clean-
ers Special Reg. $7.50 Service. Call &
Tune up for only $3.95. Call
272-1361 - 274-8963
Vacuum Cleaners. Special priced from
$17.50 up. New and used. Call
272-1381 - 274-8963 for free home
demonetration
MOTORCYCLE
Private party would like to purchase
a Ducati Motorcycle. Call 275-3972.
Sewing Machines. Special Singers for
as low as $19.95. Lots of other
makes and models to choose front.
Call 272-1361 -- 2747-8963
Help Wanted
WANTED
MAN WITH CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST RE A GO-GETTER
To deliver and sell paper. weekly
Salary We commission
New Tri-State Publishing Company
236 South Wellington Street
NICE HOME FOR REST
3 LARGE ROOMS - HALF BATH.
retired or settled couple. Near Pulse-







wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis matl.et.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TR1 STATE DEFENDER
238 South Wellington Street
Mamphis. Tenn.
G-UARANTEED N.Y. Livrenv MAID
lobs. 535-555 wk. Fare •dvanced.
Mallory Agency. 576 Merrick Rd.,
Lynbrook. N. Y.
YARD WORK for MEN FOR use of
HOUSE. Must have other 'ob.-Holie
s
work for wife - Ph. EV 8-4618
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER
1267 Worthington St.
3 Bedroom Brick, Call BR 4-4203
for appointment.
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS FOR
-
ter or restaurant worker.
WH 6.0687
WOMAN DESIRES JoB AS MAID OR
baby eitter five days a week. Call.
UL 8-4501
Homeworkers Wanted:
We will send you the complete names
nod eddies/lee of 50 U.S. firms tha
t
0(7ARANTEF.1) N.Y. LIVE-IN
Jobs. 535-S55 wk. Fare advanced.
Mallory P genoy 676 Merrick Rd.,
Lynbrook. N Y.




NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY OR
BABY SITTING. CALL:
.1A. 5-7919




Ironer. City references. 5 days •
week IA 7.0043
Houses For Sale
HOME OWN EILS AN!) PROSPECTS
:







Agent: Lillie Kate Lewis
Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIANS
wants lob as stiampooer In white
shop or as seamstress. JA 3-2664.
Keep children in home for working
mothera--by the day, week, or month.
Call FA 4.5166 for information.
Rev n rt1 Mr. T. W. Meyers
Special Services
Piano Tuned. Have your Plano rimed
like new. Call BR 2-7644 for service.
Only 11000.
MASTER YOUR PROBLEMS RV'
"Divine Ideta•phyMea" for advice
and guidance to your problems. Send
birthdate. 3 questions and $200 to
William H. Felton. Pe.D , 2473
lath Ave. New York 30. New York.
NATHAN'SLOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 Re 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missig-•
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is -
back after a long time of being away
and at last she Is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your Problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MA1)AM BELL at once.
Located on highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State I,ine on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the BED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
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